Charter Cities, Refugee Labor & The Learning Economy - Part One

The next four posts started out as a single article for the Synthetic Pretenders series; but as I
continued to dig and write, the content got a little out of hand. If I were more self-disciplined, I'd
probably be able to organize my findings better and perhaps offer up more compact, digestible
posts. There's a lot of background information provided here, so even though I cast a wide net,
rest assured it does ultimately connect back to syn-bio eugenics, Berggruen's Network, and
California social impact NGOs joined at hip with defense-tech, global finance, and faith-based
institutions.
Your Government As A Planetary Computer
When Nicholas Berggruen reestablished himself in Los Angeles in 2010 with an intention to
train in philosophy, he sought out two mentors, both UCLA professors. One was Brian Esparza
Walker, a researcher in comparative political theory and civic responsibility who has been
working on a new book on cybernetics and Confucianism. The other was Brian Copenhaver an
expert in the belief in magic in early Modern Europe and the Hermetica. Copenhaver's 2015
book, "Magic in Western Culture: From Antiquity to the Enlightenment," looks quite interesting,
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but comes with the hefty price tag of academic presses. If you're interested in getting a sense of
what he's all about, there are a few online talks with Copenhaver here and here.
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Source: The Secret History of Western Esotericism Podcast, Episode 101 Brian Copenhaver on
the Hermetica
In lieu of payment, the two professors asked Berggruen to become a donor to UCLA. He ended
up underwriting research at the Luskin School of Public Affairs on a good governance index and
partnering with the humanities division on a lecture series aptly titled "Possible Worlds." If you
read between the lines of the tweets below, you can see how this governance index is
infrastructure for outcomes-based contracts aligned to the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
Remaking political systems for electronic government is the imperative; not only to ease the
collection of data to prove "progress" towards the seventeen goals, but also to build the global
data economy which, in turn, fuels machine learning for artificial intelligence. UN SDG 16 is
"strong institutions." The Governance Index is overseen by Helmut Ankeier, a German
sociologist specializing in social innovation who splits his time between UCLA and the Hertie
School in Berlin, one of Europe's first graduate schools devoted to public policy. The Hertie
School promotes e-government digitalisation as a means by which to steer behaviors towards
"sustainability" through circular economic practice.
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Source: Berggruen Institute Tweet, Good Governance Index, June 1, 2022
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Source: Helmut Ankheier UCLA Bio

Source: United Nations Curriculum on Governance for Sustainable Development
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A network emerged from the proceedings of Berggruen's Think Long California committee,
whose scope of work quickly expanded beyond the Eureka state to include international bridge
building. In its first few years the Berggruen Institute established relationships with leaders in the
EU and sent delegations to work with Chinese officials and industry leaders. A year after " The
Blueprint to Renew California" went public, Nicholas headed over to Berlin for a European town
hall co-hosted with French economist Jean Pisani-Ferry and Jakob Kellenberger, a Swiss
diplomat working in the international humanitarian aid space. Both are members of the
Berggruen Network.
Disruption, Displacement, and the Solidarity Economy
At that event, speeches were given by Minnesota native and former Prime Minister of Greece
George Papandreou; and former UK Prime Minister and big-data social entrepreneur, Tony Blair.
Then George Soros took the opportunity to chastise the greedy creditors that precipitated the
Eurozone crisis, decry the refugee situation in Greece, and propose a new era in which
"solidarity" community centers would be established to manage the masses of people flowing
into the debt-crushed country. In 2013 his foundation launched the Open Society Initiative for
Europe to promote "democracy" and "human rights," with a special focus on refugees. Three
years later he pledged $500 million for social impact initiatives targeting displaced people.
“Our goal is to harness the private sector for public good,” Mr. Soros said. “We will
invest in startups, established companies, social impact initiatives, and businesses
started by migrants and refugees themselves. These investments are intended to be
successful. But our primary focus is to create products and services that truly benefit
migrants and host communities. I hope my commitment will inspire other investors to
pursue the same mission.” Source
In the image below, taken from the Berggruen Institute's website, Nicholas is seated next to
Ursula von der Leyen. At the time von der Leyen was a CDU (Christian Democratic Union,
Center-Right) member of the Bundestag representing Hanover and Minister of Labor and Social
Affairs. The year after the Town Hall, Merkel appointed her Minister of Defence. She became
President of the European Commission in 2019. Her husband Heiko founded the Hannover
Clinical Trial Center GmbH. He specializes in cardiovascular gene therapy and has held
leadership positions at several bio-tech firms.
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Source: Town Hall Meeting: Europe Beyond The Crisis
The issue of solidarity seems to be one of growing scholarly interest, which gives me the feeling
that social integration of migrants may be being set up as a social impact investing opportunity not unlike anti-racism and racial equity metrics in the US. If you want to read my concerns about
equity dashboards, I wrote an open letter to Ibram Kendi about it in the summer of 2019, here.
Academics are parsing the differences between offering needy people "charity" and "solidarity,"
examining how that distinction plays into the dynamic of EU politics. Seeing that, my first
thought is that this is a narrative being spun to position "solidarity" as the preferred method of
immigrant support, where asylum seekers can be "empowered" to work off their re-skilling and
social care costs with impact investments tracked against future economic output. That's the set
up for the Career Impact Bonds former Goldman Sachs executive Phil Murphy has been pitching
with Social Finance in New Jersey.
The OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) with funding provided
from the EU launched the "Global Action: Promoting Social and Solidarity Economy
Ecosystems" initiative in 2020 to begin to address income inequality exacerbated by Covid
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lockdowns. Or, to put it another way, the time had come to create the data architecture needed to
channel global ESG capital flows through human misery.
The effort is being chaired by Secretary General Mathias Cormann, a Belgian born and educated
politician who was previously affiliated with the German and French-Speaking Christian Social
Parties in Europe before he relocated to Western Australia and rose to become Finance Minister
with the Liberal Party of Australia. Prior to that he'd been working in the health insurance
industry. Cormann, a conservative with a free-market outlook, met with Secretary of State
Antony Blinken last June to discuss the post-Covid recovery; climate change; international tax
reform; and management of the risks associated with the digital transformation of the
economies of market-based democracies.
The intent is to transform all the so-called solidarity economies, but substantial "education" will
be needed. Those targeted for the first round hard sell are: Canada, Brazil, South Korea, Mexico,
India, the United States and the EU. Canada, Mexico, and Korea comprise three of the ten
Digital Nations. Peer learning programs and conferences are meant to instill a desire in local
leaders to develop the legal frameworks and impact metrics required to scale these planned
"social economies."
In 2021, the OECD developed a working paper, "Social Impact Measurement for the Social and
Solidarity Economy," with input from Catherine Clark of the CASE Center for Social
Entrepreneurship at Duke University; Lisa Hehenberger, management professor at ESADE; and
Jeremy Nicholls a leader in the establishment of social impact metric values in the UK.
The document emphasized the need to shift to outcomes-based reporting tied to procurement and
enforcement regulations; addressing the lack of common measurement standards and issues of
credibility; opportunities for government and foundations to finance rigorous data collection; and
getting buy-in from employees. All of this data will be used to keep capital flowing even as its
collection normalizes ubiquitous digital surveillance for surreal simulations run through Taylorist
optimization protocols to stave off climate catastrophe and mass social unrest. That's the story
they'll tell us anyway to justify our dehumanization and the imprisonment of nature through
blockchain financialization.
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Source: Social Impact Measurement for the Social and Solidarity Economy
Who knows, they may even fancy it up by positioning contingent laborers as "cooperative"
members. Envision pop-up refugee communities, enclosures of dispossession, reframed as a
collective businesses where residents are made "token" stakeholders, living under rule of smart
contract law with enforced participation metrics for a governance scheme they never wanted to
be a part of in the first place.
Charter Cities as Containment Zones for Remote Refugee Labor?
My suspicion is part of the plan to manage the transition to the Fourth Industrial Revolution era
of automation will be to disrupt social structures across the globe through economic and military
interventions; remove people to different locations where they have no support network; and then
set up ad-hoc charter cities where they will be leveraged as human capital commodities and
trained to build and defend mixed-reality Internet-of-Everything infrastructure.
Displaced people aren't to be blamed; no one wants to be forced out of their home and culture.
The average length of stay in a UNHCR camp is currently five years under terrible conditions
with very limited rights and economic opportunities. Yet issues of asylum tend to center the
challenges of meeting the needs of individuals and families balanced against economic and
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social impacts on host communities, who are often suffering under conditions of austerity
themselves, rather than interrogating the systems that led to mass displacement in the first place.
I believe millions of people are being pressured to be on the move, because it serves the interests
of power to normalize biometrically-managed social instability as the disruptive potential of Web
3.0 materializes. Last year the Charter Cities Institute prepared a white paper proposing their
solution as an improvement over the current horror of refugee camps where families may
languish for years. In the introduction, the author Sarah Doyel states that data from the United
Nations High Commissioner on Refugees indicates the number of displaced people has almost
doubled over the past decade from 43 million to 80 million. Each of those people is a potential
impact opportunity for global investment portfolios.
Markets in human capital "improvement" are created by trauma resulting from war and the
breakdown of civil society. That's the simple, brutal truth.

Source: How Charter Cities Can Create Better Refugee Responses, 2021
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CCI pitches their planned communities as a better option to UN-managed camp life, because
they would open up settlements to economic activity and thus pools of millions of desperate
potential workers (page 19). This approach also creates investment opportunities for public
private partnerships (P3), which are touted as a way to off-set costs for host countries desiring to
stay in compliance with the 1951 Refugee Convention.
Though they speak of P3 investment in terms of local entrepreneurs, the reality is that residents
of charter cities will most likely be working on the Web 3.0 build out. It's not about supporting
the creation of one-off mom-and-pop businesses. The excerpt from the CCI paper below brings
in language of "the collective" and "cooperatives" with the additional element of female
empowerment, since gender equity is UN Sustainable Development Goal 5. What this looks like
is tokenized plural voting, NOT what most people understand as participatory democracy.
"Collective ownership and cooperative groups constitute the social and economic
parallels to participatory governance in refugee charter cities. Land trusts, housing
cooperatives, and what the International Labour Organization calls “Social and Solidarity
Economy Enterprises and Organizations” (SSEEOs) create opportunities for refugee
ownership and inter- and intra-community social and economic relationships. In
partnership with the IKEA Foundation, UNHCR has already implemented livelihood
cooperatives across the five Dollo Ado refugee camps in Ethiopia that seem to be popular
among both refugees and host populations. Charter cities can also build on existing
collective structures in local communities, which can be especially helpful for
women refugees who face higher barriers to economic activity. For example, Dr. Holly
Ritchie, founder of the refugee women’s empowerment social enterprise THRIVE for
Change, pointed out that mutual aid networks have been particularly important for
refugee women during the COVID-19 pandemic. Overall, there is a strong need from
both a normative and an empirical perspective to center refugee voices in the design of
governance, business practices, programs, and institutions." Pages 22-23
The policy paper closes out with a call for accurate measurement and evaluation - for the impact
markets.
Blockchain Collectivism and the Mormon Transhumanist Association Conference
Below is a clip from the blockchain-themed March 2022 Mormon Transhumanist Conference in
which I ask Kurtis Lockhart, head of research for the Charter Cities Institute (CCI), how he
reconciles the use of digital identity and sensor networks to track behaviors within smart urban
environments with his advocacy for high-tech communities managed through public-private
partnerships. How will the concept he's promoting avoid the creation of DAO "company" towns
run on behavioral scrip? I mention that Foshan in China has been using blockchain to track the
behaviors of individuals across the city, a topic I wrote about here. The model Mr. Lockhart
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envisioned for scaling charter city development was China's complex network of Special
Economic Zones.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4gZC5V1iyo&list=PLnNSjVGWqTO7VooX2CRXwNriqh
Pt-bEDF&index=4
(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
Source: Charter Cities Empowered Cities for the Urban Age
The charter city idea was expanded upon later that day by Tom W. Bell, faculty of Chapman
University's Fowler School of Law advising on special jurisdictions, who logged in from
Prospera, the West's first charter city billed as a "platform for sustainable development" on the
Honduran island of Roatan. Bell's talk was on U-Lex standardized blockchain legal systems perfect for "sustainable," automated cities of well-managed human capital.
Vinay Gupta of Mattereum (Internet of Agreements) who describes himself as a "humanitarian
turned technocrat" presented remotely on fair trade as spiritual liberation. At the end of the day, a
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young Lisbon-based scholar Bernardo Vicente presented on the application of Harbergeorgist
principles, novel forms of property ownership, to governance in "sustainable" crypto cities.
Various interest groups are working diligently to get all the parts up and running, but I sense it
will take more manufactured disruption before things start to scale. I'd definitely keep my eyes
on Ukraine being used as a case study for a decentralized, digital systems-engineered society.
Paul Romer's Vision Opens the Door to "Sustainable" ESG Finance
NYU and former World Bank economist Paul Romer's vision for geo-fenced, state-of-exception
towns fell out of favor after an unsuccessful campaign in Honduras, but seems to be making a
slow comeback. A former Russian energy lawyer doing consulting for the state of Vermont,
Roman Sidortsov, prepared a paper, "Sustainable Charter Cities: The Development Solution to
Environmental Problems," as a Global Fellow at the University of Vermont Law School back in
2011.
Sidortsov began his paper describing how he and his wife were inspired to create a humanitarian
NGO after listening to a National Public Radio program about women and children brutalized at
the Chad-Sudan border. He then pitched charter cities as an effective "solution" to human misery
that would also meet the needs of ESG impact finance portfolios. To Sidortsov's way of thinking,
charter city investments would generate profit, unlike traditional humanitarian assistance.
According to his Michigan Tech bio, Sidortsov teaches courses in alternative energy and climate
policy. It defies logic that he would embrace Romer's proposal, which entails building enormous
cities the size and density of Hong Kong from scratch in developing nations on uninhabited
tracts of coastline. Strange indeed.
The Charter Cities Institute has been collaborating with the United Nations on "sustainable"
global development per a 2019 webinar with Richard Bolwijn, head investment researcher with
UNCTAD. The image below is taken from the website of the UN-affiliated International
Organization for Migration and links migration to the achievement of Agenda 2030.
It is important that we recognize displaced people as victims of the planned transition to an
automated, surveillance data economy, one that will center remote work. No amount of border
control can mitigate erosion of wages once blockchain skill lockers and haptic-robotic /
telepresence labor become acceptable. Each of the squares below represents an opportunity for
billionaires to use technological systems to process other humans, including children, as digital
commodities. Every heading is an intentionally unattainable goal meant to keep the masses on
treadmills (pathways) of prescribed self-improvement optimized for machine-learning data
harvest. Immigrants are not the threat; BlackRock's ESG portfolios are.
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Source: Explore the Interrelations Between the 2030 Agenda and Migration

Source: ESG Integration at BlackRock

Source: Iris Biometrics Facilitate Change In Aid Sector Worth Hundreds of Billions
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An example of immigrants being targeted for "pay for success" finance is the Massachusetts
Pathways to Economic Advancement piloted by JEVS (Jewish Vocational Service) in 2018 in
partnership with Maycomb Capital's Community Outcomes Fund, Prudential Financial, and the
Kresge Foundation. Digital identity is a way to profile and cream compliant immigrant labor. It
is easy to see how such programs could be incorporated into charter cities where people may
have to earn release into the general population through demonstrations of social impact
compliance over time.
The idea is that purpose-built communities would be open to anyone who agrees to opt-in. They
would be run by private managers and embrace Romer's New Economic Theory of technological
innovation guided by Meta-Rules. Of course the presumption that all people actually have a free
choice in the matter is disingenuous. In a 2010 interview with the Center for Global
Development, Romer laid out a variety of scenarios, including the use of Charter Cities as
immigrant containment zones:
"Brazil could be the guarantor and the host, but Haiti could be the source. Brazil has
already made a major commitment to providing security for Haitians in Haiti. They are
the main supplier of troops and police officers in the force that entered Haiti under a UN
mandate in 2004. To have a credible exit option, Brazil might consider chartering a
new city on empty land in its territory that could accept Haitians as residents of the
new zone, while maintaining standard immigration procedures for the rest of Brazil.
This could give Brazilian forces in Haiti a way to leave even if there is little progress
toward stable governance. Brazilian leaders might say to the Haitian elites "we'll spend
several years trying to help you return your government to the point where it can provide
essential state services like public safety. But if by then it still can't serve this function,
and things go back to where they were before we came, back to a situation where crimes
like kidnapping were common and the police couldn't enter zones controlled by gangs,
we will leave. But if we leave we will also give Haitians the option to move to a
special zone in Brazil where we will provide the basics of good governance."
The charter cities model involves up to three parties - the host nation that provides the land; the
source nation that provides the people; and the guarantor nation that enforces the charter. From
the passage above one can imagine where United Nations' Peacekeeping fits in. Once installed in
new settlements, displaced people would become impact commodities, suitable for training as
gig-economy remote workers. That makes sense given the push by UNICEF Innovation to
"educate" children of the global south through VR headsets and condition them for a future of
tele-robotic labor. There are already many coding boot camps that target refugees and
immigrants for training into low-skill, task rabbit work in the tech sector including: Coding Dojo,
DevMountain, RefCode, and Na'Amal.
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Something Rotten In The State of Denmark
In a June 2021 Charter Cities Initiative podcast, the Jordan Compact and the economic upside of
locating refugees in special economic zones is explored. While Denmark has taken an
increasingly hostile position towards asylum seekers in recent years; we see developments like
the tunnel project in Lolland that rely on immigrant labor. With advances in biometric identity,
satellite surveillance, and geo-fencing, could charter cities become twenty-first century "pop-up"
labor camps where people enter a country conditionally - borders within borders? Remote
compounds like Lindholm Island would no longer be needed.

Source: A Baltic Island Bucks a Danish Anti-Immigrant Trend
The hard line taken with refugees in Denmark contrasts starkly with a 2018 Memorandum of
Agreement to establish a Joint Data Center on Forced Displacement in Copenhagen's UN City.
The United Nations and the World Bank have teamed up to gather "evidence" on "what works"
in the management of global misery, styling the effort as a "global public good." The University
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of Copenhagen hosts the Centre for Advanced Migration Studies, established in 2013, and the
Danish Refugee Council, Denmark's largest NGO established in 1956, holds the world's largest
migrant dataset. That data is being used to explore Alternative Migration Governance Models
(ADMIGOV) aligned to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. This is about
managing humans for impact markets.
Martin Lemberg-Pedersen and Eman Haioty's 2020 article "Re-assembling the Surveillable
Refugee Body in the Era of Data-Craving" does a solid job of laying out how the process of
digitally-managing millions of dislocated people have supported the development of global data
economies and the emergence of disruptive financial "solutions" like programmable money. The
latter seeks to supplant informal economies and reframe "othered" people as dynamic "risk"
scores, though the narrative spun in a 2018 article in MIT Technology Review is that intense
blockchain data aggregation should be seen as empowering for those looking to make a new
start. Every displaced person is a credit score waiting to be compiled and rated.
"The act of biometric enrollment can be seen as requiring refugees to perform certain acts
and roles to obtain the associated entitlements. Performing docility is key to the
assembling and re-assembling of webs of rights, duties and consumption
opportunities. This can be perceived as a form of quasi-coerced alliance, defined as
when one or more actors involved in a transaction are either forced to abide by the rules
of a transaction or are otherwise placed in a position in which rejecting a transaction can
incur a loss beyond the scope of the rejected proposition." Page 4
"Refugee acts of quasi-citizenship are increasingly determined by intersecting and
blurred markets involving actors like the UNHCR, the EU, the World Bank Group,
IrisGuard, Accenture and the Cairo Amman Bank. These markets are characterized by a
pervasive craving for data about displaced populations as risky others. The identities of
the displaced and dataveilled are thus re-assembled according to their aid needs, but also
according to donor dictates concerned with risk management, and technological and
financial market opportunities." Page 15
This quasi-citizenship is evocative of the plot of a science-fiction novel. Cory Doctorow's
novella "Unauthorized Bread" in "Radicalized" comes to mind. Unfortunately,
Lemberg-Pederson (Amnesty International) and Haioty (IT University of Copenhagen) stop short
of linking manufactured dispossession to the cultivation of social impact investment
opportunities. The networks are vast, and hiding in plain sight as illustrated in a map I made a
few years back of the Massachusetts Pathways to Economic Advancement Project. It links Jobs
for the Future re-skilling; financialized income sharing agreements through Edly; Jonathan
Greenblatt, Obama's impact finance guy now head of ADL; and Bloomberg Philanthropies with
its Hazira “what works" smart city government pilots in Israel where the start-up nation is
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pivoting to be a Tikkun Olam impact nation. Where impact data is the new gold, migrants will
deliver as soon as blockchain ID has been fully implemented for supply train traceability.

Source: Map of JEVS and Massachusetts Pathways to Economic Advancement
We see glimmers of Doctorow's dystopian future in Jeffrey Berns's plans for Painted Rock Smart
City and Innovation Park, a privately-managed blockchain community in Nevada, and Bill
Gates's acquisition of 24,000 acres west of Phoenix for a smart city near Buckeye. The Charter
Cities Institute weighed in over the Fourth of July Weekend in 2020 making a case for privately
managed communities being compatible with the United States's legacy of "good governance,"
likening the model to the Mayflower Compact and the First Charter of Virginia.
The poor reception of Alphabet's Sidewalk Labs's Toronto Quayside project gives me hope that
there may still be some clear-thinking people in the world. While most of the criticism leveled at
that smart neighborhood revolved around data privacy rights, I continue to hope that one day
soon people will start to understand that human capital finance is what's actually driving the
demand for big-data ubiquitous computing.
The Finance Ministry of Denmark is a major donor to the UNICEF Innovation Fund, which
operates out of the campus of Singularity University on the former campus of the NASA
Research park, Moffett Field, CA. The fund's primary sponsor is Disney. In addition to
development of drones, artificial intelligence, and blockchain applications, the fund is working to
scale adoption of VR for education in Africa and India and wearables for measured behavior
change. The latter work is carried out with assistance from frog design and Cambridge-based,
embedded sensor firm ARM Holdings.
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Video Clip: https://twitter.com/unicefinnovate/status/993504800758206465
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The Learning Economy As A Digital Public Good
Deployment of educational technologies is being pushed to gather data for human capital finance
deals and machine learning. One of the systems being prototyped is IMISI, an interface where
pre-literate children learn to code by hand gesture. UNICEF believes children in Africa are never
going to merit human teachers. Besides, the continent's substantial youth population is too
important to leave as an unrealized dataset.
Much of the software being promoted by UNICEF is open-source and pitched as helping create
"digital public goods." UNICEF is a member of the Digital Public Goods Alliance. This framing
is important, because the new economic model is driven by data. Tokenized data will be used as
the primary governance mechanism of smart contract mixed reality as society acquiesces to
cybernetic control.
The "commons" should be understood as an encoded cyber-physical system, not some shared
pasture, cultural tradition, or civic space. The narrative frame that is being crafted is that the
Metaverse is "open," that it is being created with "open source" software for "sovereign" digital
citizens, so it must be good, right? In fact, in this Alice-in-Wonderland world, everything is
inverted. When you see "open," read "restricted." When you see "commons," read "enclosures."
When you see "decentralized," read "centralized." Once you understand the game is enmeshing
everything natural in a synthetic sensing web, the intent is easier to assess.

Source: Digital Public Goods Alliance
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Investments in these so-called public goods will become quite important in the future. We
already see the infrastructure being put in place to track "public benefit" contributions over space
and time in David Dalrymple's presentation for Protocol Labs on Hypercerts below.
Dalrymple worked on the creation of virtual organisms with Ed Boyden's Synthetic
Neurobiology Group at MIT and secured private funding for his research from Peter Thiel and
Larry Page. My sense is that what they are doing is attempting to organize information, including
biophysical and biogeochemical data, to catalyze "life/automata" using artificial neural nets,
gamified IoT environments, and "moralized" market logic. The Hypercerts presented here would
be part of the latter. Perhaps they imagine bio-digital convergence as a form of symbiogenesis?
It's difficult to imagine what might be going on in their minds beyond the goal of a seamless
human-computer interface. Ed-tech is the testbed.

Source: Hypercerts On Chain Primitives For Impact Markets With David Dalrymple
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Source: David Dalrymple Biography at Protocol Labs
They need ways to tag programs to track progress and claim "credit" for future well being.
Hypercerts are one way to assess which of the various contributors have responsibility for a
communal benefit and to what degree. Coming from a space as an activist parent who opposed
the data-mining of children through educational technologies, I see that screenshot as
representing many programs and interventions foisted on a child as digital society tracks their
performance and future economic productivity. Sort of a cross between Los Angeles's Daily Pass
Digital ID, Clever's QR codes, and Soulbound Token meta-data tags.
Children are quantified as "public goods" and subject to optimization by technological systems.
The application of "evidence-based" scientific management of children toward pre-determined
outcomes on pathways will be justified through the language of "equity." The data analysts,
program managers, and investors may attempt to convince themselves that this is benevolent, but
it isn't. You can see in the image below the treacherous fiction being peddled by UNICEF,
Disney, and the Finance Ministries of Denmark and Finland.
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Source: UNICEF Innovation Fund Graduate, IMISI 3D
This training will not only be imposed on children. The new economy is a so-called "learning
economy" on blockchain. Refugees are targeted for perpetual data-mining through the United
Nations High Council on Refugees and allied promoters of competency-based education.
Paul LeBlanc at Southern New Hampshire University, home of one of the largest distance
learning programs in the US, piloted early blockchain transcripts with MIT's spin off Learning
Machine and partnered with Google on development of systems to track and log soft skills
among enrolled students. I discuss these initiatives in this post.
SNHU's GEM (Global Education Movement) mastery-based degree program was initiated in
2017 in refugee camps in Lebanon and Africa. The UNHCR's also manages a "Connected
Learning In Crisis" program of badge-based education for refugees, which is affiliated with
several Catholic and Jesuit institutions. All of this needs to be viewed as a mining operation
where children and adults from dislocated communities are literally plugged in to generate data
flows that accrue to their biometric ID, establishing their digital reputation with the
understanding that one day they may be released back into the real world.
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Source: Southern New Hampshire University's Competency-Based Education For Refugees
Initiative
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Source: Connected Learning in Crisis Consortium
The New Economic Model Is Shared Surveillance Branded as a "Data Commons"
The intent of manufactured communities like charter cities is ostensibly to improve economic
productivity and well-being while reducing poverty. In the clip below from 2013, George Soros
talks about his Institute for New Economic Thinking, which spent the past decade funding
experts in the academy, paying them to conceptualize a new game of global economics to be
built on cybernetic social impact finance and closing wealth gaps. The project lead is Lord Adair
Turner, former head of the UK Financial Services Authority, who managed the aftermath of the
2008 global banking crisis in England.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCWJL0fbgW4
(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
Source: George Soros on Why We Have to Rethink Economics, Institute for New Economic
Thinking, 2013
Paul Romer won the 2018 Nobel Prize in economics when he was teaching at the NYU Stern
Business School. NYU is a major player in data-driven "what works" government through the
GovLab based out of the Tandon School of Engineering. It is this government policy
infrastructure that will pave the way for the "new economic thinking" described above. The prize
was for Romer's work in endogenous growth theory that states growth is best achieved through
investment in people that will generate innovative ideas and new technologies. Human capital
management is a core element of this proposal. Romer noted that he sought input from James
Heckman.
Although I don't fully understand it yet, the concept of "non-rival goods" that Romer proposes
feels important. This is a paper he wrote on "Endogenous Technological Change" in 1990 for the
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Journal of Political Economy. Feel free to look it over and drop your thoughts in the comments.
My sense is that this conceptual framework would be applicable to open source software (Linux
in a major player in digital ID), the so-called "open" Metaverse (NVIDIA and Cesium), and
digital public goods (Norway) meant to open low and middle countries up to the global data
economy - economic liberalization for the Web 3.0 era.
As I've mentioned often, the growth imperative of capitalism demands creation of a digital
empire before the Ponzi scheme falls apart. That empire will be made up of ideas and
information. Those who aspire to be the next imperial rulers need for us to submit and build it for
them. Unlike the colonial era in which lands lay on the horizon for the taking by force and
trickery, this new world, the mixed-reality smart contract world, must first be made manifest
through the organization of innumerable bits and bytes.
The pillow talk being deployed to get us to walk over to the edge of the Metaverse pit trap is that
we'll be creators, peers, members of a collective working in unity to enhance the Metaverse
commons. When the harsh reality is that their plan is to use our naivete and need for belonging to
turn us into piles of Soulbound Tokenized meta-data for a poker game run by techno-fascist
billionaires and AI supercomputers. You see the way the story is being spun in this excerpt from
P2P Foundation founder and former Belgian telecom executive Michel Bauwens 2007 "Key
Theses on P2P Politics, which just happens to be eerily similar to RadicalXChange's plans for
plural property, plural money, plural voting, and plural funding.
"Our current world system is marked by a profoundly counterproductive logic of social
organization:
a) It is based on a false concept of abundance in the limited material world; it has created
a system based on infinite growth, within the confines of finite resources.
b) It is based on a false concept of scarcity in the infinite immaterial world (that's
mixed-reality / the Metaverse); instead of allowing continuous experimental social
innovation, it purposely erects legal and technical barriers to disallow free cooperation
through copyright, patents, etc.
Therefore, the number one priority for a sustainable civilization is overturning these
principles into their opposite.
a) We need to base our physical economy on a recognition of the finitude of natural
resources (circular economy), and achieve a sustainable steady-state economy
(cybernetic homeostasis).
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b) We need to facilitate free and creative cooperation and lower the barriers to such
exchange by reforming the copyright and other restrictive regimes (free markets in
data).
Hierarchy, markets, and even democracy are means to allocate scarce resources through
authority, pricing, and negotiation; they are not necessary in the realm of the creation and
free exchange of immaterial value, which will be marked by bottom-up forms of peer
governance.
Markets, as means to manage scarce physical resources, are but one of the means to
achieve such allocation (tokenization as alternative), and need to be divorced from the
idea of capitalism, which is a system of infinite growth.
The creation of immaterial value (data economy / information economy / knowledge
economy), which again needs to become dominant in a post-material world which
recognized the finiteness of the material world, will be characterized by the further
emergence of non-reciprocal peer production.
Peer production is a more productive system for producing immaterial value than the
for-profit mode (peer to peer makes social relations visible to AI through tokenized
transactions), and in cases of the asymmetric competition between for-profit companies
and for-benefit institutions and communities, the latter will tend to emerge.
Peer production produces more social happiness (well-being metrics for pay-for-success
finance and to train cyber-physical systems how to be more "human"), because 1) it
is based on the highest form of individual motivation, nl. intrinsic positive motivation; 2)
it is based on the highest form of collective cooperation, nl. synergistic cooperation
characterized by four wins (the participants x2, the community, the universal system)."
Two interesting and related side notes:
1. The techno-libertarian Holon future of free market peer-to-peer exchange is embodied in
Daniel Suarez's two books "Daemon" and "Freedom," reviewed here by the P2P
Foundation in 2010.
2. Bauwens operates out of Chiang Mai, a city in northern Thailand, the mountainous
former center of the Lanna Thai kingdom and home to ornate temples. Which based on
conversations with my dear friend Deepti in Goa, India brings to mind a quote from
Lincoln Cannon, member of the Mormon Transhumanist Association: "Maybe you just
don't see anything in this picture that you recognize as technology."
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-fv7bMg-vc
(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
Source: How To Raise The Dead By Lincoln Cannon, 2019
I haven't had a chance to do more than skim it, but Nicholas Negroponte's 1995 "Being Digital"
appears to be a very accessible entry point into the physics of the information economy. Thanks
Sebs for bringing it to my attention in your recent post about BRICs.
The planned future revolves around a knowledge economy, which is swiftly morphing into a data
economy, which in turn rests on social impact finance, perpetual re-skilling to compete against
AI, and health surveillance that legitimizes coerced bodily intake of the torrent of
synthetic-biological "knowledge" churned out by thousands of biotech ventures. Romer's theory
of growth promotes investment in education, healthcare, and telecommunications, which on the
surface sounds good. What they don't say is that measuring returns on these investments will
require the invasive use of Internet of Bodies wearables and biometric identity linked to your
education and health records.
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While teaching at Stanford, Romer developed an online homework assignment platform, Aplia,
bought out by Cengage in 2007. So, he practices what he preaches. Ed-tech is an enormous area
for investment as evidenced by BlackRock's recent launch of a new
entertainment/education-themed ETF (exchange traded fund) called PLAY that tracks stocks in
the ed-tech, gaming, and digital device sectors. This new global economy of "ideas," seems to be
apps and games, while the future of "work" is navigating games under digital surveillance. I'm
sure it sounded better to Romer back in the early 1980s when he was writing his dissertation. I
imagine his outlook is closely aligned with the tenets of the United Nations and World
Bank-affiliated Learning Economy Foundation. Learning Economy joined the UN's ID2020
program six months after Romer stepped down from his position of chief economist at the World
Bank.

Source: Is Education The New Currency? BBC, February 2020
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Charter cities, built from the ground up with smart infrastructure, will become glorified Skinner
boxes. Sidortsov also thought it would be useful for UN Peacekeeping Forces to get involved
setting up these new settlements, because if international energy firms can own large tracts of
land in developing nations, why not the United Nations? It's such an honorable project, who
could possibly refuse?
"As I noted above, Romer is currently trying to persuade leaders of developing countries
to invest into charter cities. However, his idea should be appealing to a much broader
audience. Charter cities present a rare “triple dividend” solution of environmental,
sociopolitical, and economic problems. This makes charter cities a primary goal for
international aid funds of various flags and colors. For example, refugee camps provide
a temporary yet critical solution of humanitarian crisis. However, they depend on
international aid and do not provide a permanent solution, whereas charter cities
do. On the climate change front, a charter city can be a perfect candidate for a carbon
offset project and can be funded through the newly established Green Climate
Fund. Finally, because a charter city creates a mechanism for sustainable economic
growth, it should be a primary target for economic aid. Overall, investments in charter
cities are a much more effective and productive way to distribute $120 billion that
developed countries spend on international aid.
Charter cities present a unique opportunity as a test bed for the “new economy” ideas
reflected in the works of several authors. Free of public pressure, the governing body can
internalize environmental costs by shifting tax burden from payrolls to carbon and other
pollutants. As the German energy tax experience shows, such a shift spurs “green”
economic growth and innovation. Because a charter city or village will be planned
completely or almost completely from scratch, “smart” urban design and
permaculture principles will be utilized. Finally, sustainable charter cities can serve as
hubs for new business organization forms such as for-benefit-corporations." Source
Sidortsov then goes on to say that while some worry cities operating through public-private
partnerships risk subsuming the public sector entirely, we shouldn't be concerned, because there
are models like Mondragon in the Basque region of Spain that generate strong economic growth.
More on Mondragon Corporation in the next part, 15B.
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Mondragon, Focolare, and Inclusive Capitalism - Part Two

Featured Image: Pope John Paul II with Chiara Lubich, Founder of Focolare Ecumenical
Movement
We'll delve deeper in the next section when we discuss the model global cooperative Mondragon
Corporation, but for now, make a note that while situated five hours across the peninsula on the
Mediterranean side of Spain, Catalonia has synergy with developments in Basque Country.
For the past decade, the idea of applying collective ownership and governance principles to
digital platforms has gained momentum, notably in the "rebel" ultra-smart city Barcelona where
Francesca Bria, formerly of NESTA, vigorously promoted the digital sovereignty of citizens
through cooperative ownership of data. In this scenario the "renegade" Left is used as a
counterweight to establishment neoliberalism, shoring up the technological imperative to
dominate the natural world into synthetic submission. They promise that theirs will be a kinder,
gentler AI that really, really cares about us and about solving inequality - in a Fabian Socialist /
Libertarian paternalistic kind of way.
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Illustrative of this mentality is a May 2022 article featuring the "rebel city" touting adoption by
their Urban Innovation Lab of coastal drone surveillance as a tool to "improve management of
public space." Sure, you can go to the beach, presuming you agree to follow an ever-changing
list of rules. We're supposed to feel reassured by the fact that the data is supposed to be
anonymized. I don't think people will forget, however, the use of drones to police social
distancing over the past few years.

Source: Drones Flying Over Catalonia's Beaches To Enforce Social Distancing As COVID Rates
Soar, July 2021
The following is taken from "Building Digital Cities From The Ground Up Based Around Data
Sovereignty and Participatory Democracy: The Case of Barcelona," prepared by Francesca Bria
in 2019 when she was Chief Technology Officer of the city having come from London where
digital identity and social innovation were her areas of expertise:
"They can run smart, data-intensive, algorithmic public transportation, housing,
health and education – all based on a logic of solidarity, social cooperation, and
collective rights."
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"Barcelona is actively forging alternative municipal alliances of rebel cities, becoming
a key site of struggles to fight climate change, build more liveable and just cities, and
regain technological sovereignty."
"Barcelona’s digital city efforts have centred on opening up governance through
participatory processes and greater transparency. At the core of Barcelona’s model is a
large scale participatory experiment powered by a digital participatory platform,
Decidim (“We Decide”, in Catalan), which enables citizens to shape government
policies by suggesting ideas, debating them, and voting on them. Decidim taps into the
collective intelligence of citizens to create policies that better respond to their needs."
"We focused on aligning the technology with the city’s core policy objectives selected
through a large-scale participatory democracy process. In the case of Barcelona,
affordable housing, healthcare for all, sustainable mobility, energy transition,
increased public space and the fight against climate change are the top priorities."
"Now the renewable energy operator is experimenting with distributed energy grid
technology and with applications that allow citizens to own their energy consumption
data."
"The use of an open sensors city infrastructure called Sentilo and big data analytics
makes it possible to define and predict better public mobility policies, and measure
the urban impact of evidence-based policymaking."
"Now, for instance, the municipality has a large contract with Vodafone by which
every month the company is obliged to give back machine-readable data to the city
hall, while also making sure they encrypt the data to preserve citizens’ privacy."
"Alternative models of service provision are being fostered via the creation of special
funds for platform cooperatives and digital social innovation, supported by an EU
initiative that has channelled €60m in the last few years towards experimenting with
next-generation digital platforms that work for the public interest."
"Barcelona leads a network of rebel cities, “Fearless Cities”, that is adopting tools and
experiments in open democracy and data protection. The first conference was hosted
in the city last year, bringing together more than 180 cities from 40 countries and five
continents."
"Barcelona is the coordinator of the DECODE project, the biggest EU effort to establish a
framework for data sovereignty, aiming to develop open source, decentralised,
privacy-enhancing and rights-preserving technologies for citizens to decide what kind
of data they want to keep private, what data they want to share, with whom, and on what
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terms. This proposes a new social pact — a New Deal on data that we hope will soon
become a reality in many cities across the world."
In addition to the city of Barcelona, DECODE's partners include: Arduino - advanced
cyber-physical infrastructure based in New York; ThoughtWorks - Chicago-headquartered Agile
software consulting acquired by Ronald Cohen's Apax Partners in 2017; NESTA - UK Social
Innovation Lab; Thingful - search engine for IoT connected devices in a geography based in
London; University College London Information Security and Research Group - end-to-end
cryptography for societal uses; the Economic Center of the Sorbonne (CNRS); Dribia geolocation data analytics in Barcelona; Eurecat! - industrial technology R&D center with
bio-tech in Catalonia; Open University of Catalonia - Human Computer Interaction and Digital
Commoning; Nexa Center for Internet and Society in Turin, Italy; Amsterdam - the other pilot
city; Dyne.org - open-source software foundry in the Netherlands; Privacy and Identity Lab at
Radboud University in Nijmegen, NL; and Waag FutureLab - promoting a Planet B proposal for
decentralized tech in Amsterdam. The framework DECODE lays out is aligned with assertions of
data dignity and plural property being promoted by RadicalXChange, developers of Soulbound
Tokens.
Bria has since left Barcelona to head the Italian National Innovation Fund and consult with UN
Habitat on smart cities. They mean for us to become "sovereign" citizens of the planetary
computer. They're giving us two options: 1) allow tech giants to control our data or 2) agree to
become data commodities inhabiting a world of total surveillance. Both models are grounded in
the digital empire and conquest of natural systems. There are other options that would not require
us to submit ourselves to the AI gods, and we need to be advocating for them now. With all the
talk of social credit scoring, we should remember that vulnerable populations, including children,
are on the front lines of the social impact data commodities game.
With a deft sleight of hand, platform cooperative refugees could wind up contingent remote labor
even as they're publicly lauded as empowered token-holders with a stake in the brutal fiction that
is the twenty-first century data economy. That's what the "impact economy" looks like. Don't get
caught up in their manipulative interactive digital storytelling. Unfortunately, most of us are
pretty easy to fool. We don't want to face the horror that we may ALL end up living in a cross
between Black Mirror's "Nosedive" episode and Ira Levin's "Stepford Wives."
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Source: Bringing the Platform Co-op “Rebel Cities” Together: An Interview with Trebor Scholz
Mondragon, Focolare, and Capitalism's Catholic Makeover
Currently one of the largest companies in Spain, Mondragon Corporation started out in the 1950s
as an effort of Catholic social teaching by Father Jose Maria Arizmendiarrieta who combined
technical education with a worker-centered model that remade the metalworking industry that
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had been the community's economic engine since the middle ages. Laminates was one of their
products - sheet metal, which is interesting given the ties to Lamina1 and lamins I wrote about in
a previous piece.
The priest's legacy is one of a vanguard entrepreneur who sought to go "beyond a mercantile and
economic society dedicated to satisfying the private interests of its investors" to "spearhead a
complex social movement based on principles of self-management, subordination of capital to
labour and Christian communitarian ethics," establishing a cooperative model that by the 1950s
"included real estate, sports, educational, cultural and health services." Sociologist C. George
Benello includes a chapter on Mondragon in his 1993 book, "From the Ground Up: Essays on
Grassroots and Workplace Democracy," that traces Mondragon's influence to the creation of a
cooperative cabinet post in Mitterand's France, projects with the Welsh Trade Council, England's
Job Ownership Movement, and the establishment of progressive Catholic worker organizations
in Detroit, Milwaukee, and Boston.
The United Nations designated 2012 as the International Year of Cooperatives.

Source: UN International Year of Cooperatives
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The online Christian newsletter Aleteia published "Mondragon and the Other Fr. Jose Maria."
The article opened contrasting Arizmendiarrieta with St. Josemaría Escrivá who founded Opus
Dei, an influential and secretive fraternity of Catholic lay people and affiliated priests. Opus Dei
began in 1928 and expanded to include the Priestly Society of the Holy Cross in 1943, the same
year that Mondragon Technical College was started. Arizmendiarrieta was seventeen years
Escriva's junior; though the careers of the two Spanish priests coincided for three decades.
Elias Crim, author of the piece, sought to unite the distinct outlooks of the two men, one
conservative and the other socially progressive (though within the existing capitalist model),
under the umbrella of the Focolare Movement. Focolare translates to "hearth" or "fireside" in
English and has the goal of universal Christian brotherhood. It was started by Chiara Lubich, a
teacher from Trent, northern Italy, in 1943. The group was first acknowledged by Pope Paul XIII,
"the Good Pope" as the "Work of Mary." During his period of leadership Paul XIII modernized
the church; dialogued with communist nations and Eastern Orthodox churches; increased the
number of bishops to 85 and appointed representatives from Africa, Japan and the Philippines.
He also called the Second Vatican Council in 1962. Additional approvals were given to Focolare
by his successor Pope Paul VI. The movement spread to over 180 countries and now and has
over two million practitioners and twenty-five "little towns." Among them is Marianapolis
Luminosa in Hyde Park, NY where the New City Press is based, one of twenty
Focolare-affiliated publishers. That press has a new book series out titled MAGENTA meant to
build bridges and address "polarization."
Focolare embodies "Evangelii Gaudium," a new era of evangelization by lay people. There is a
center for Evangelii Gaudium at the University Institute Sophia, which became the successor to
the Abba school in 2007. Lubich created the Abba School in 1990 with support from The
Pontifical Council for the Laity to promote the charism "spiritual gift" of theological unity and
"cultural potentiality." The organization maintains an ecumenical outlook with an emphasis on
Marian devotion.
"Volunteers of God" organized at a Parish level take vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience.
Since 1963, its base of operations has been Rocca di Papa outside Rome. Lubich created three
"Gen" programs for youth and then combined them as the "New Humanity" in 1966 followed by
a "New Families Movement" the following year.
While undertaking "solidarity" work in Poland in the late 1970s, Focolare members met in secret
with Archbishop Karol Wojtyla who was so impressed with Chiara's writings that he invited her
to meet with him shortly after he became pope. The following except is taken from the Focolare
website:
"Before his election to Pontificate, Karol Wojtyla only knew Chiara through her writings.
As soon as he became Pope he wanted to meet her. I was visiting Rome in that period and
I received a phone call from the Pope’s secretary Stanislaw Dziwisc who I knew very
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well. He told me that the Holy Father wanted to invite Chiara and I to his mass the next
day at 7.
Chiara, Eli Folonari and I left very early in the morning.As you can imagine we were
very excited. When we arrived we saw that the platforms for the Conclave were still in
place and so we had to take a longer path to get to the Pope’s apartment. That mass in the
Pope’s private chapel is still vivid in my soul. There was such a special atmosphere of
recollection, a presence of God. Along with the Pope, Don Stanislaw and the three of
us there were only 2 or 3 Polish sisters.
After Mass the Holy Father greeted Chiara. I still remember with what high regard and
great love he addressed her. He asked if he could have a map showing the different
places where the Movement was present: “So that I can know where to lean on!” he
said. It was the beginning of a special friendship, of an ever stronger unity between
two people called on by God to do great works, two people to whom God gave two gifts
for the Church and for all of humanity”.
The fact that Focolare's global footprint expanded significantly under the protective wing of
Pope John Paul II is notable. During his first decade as pope, the Catholic Church played an
influential role in Polish politics as defined by Lech Walesa's "Solidarity" trade-union social
movement. In retrospect, what was portrayed as a grassroots worker movement had the
involvement of US interests through the AFL-CIO and the CIA as well as clergy whose goals
were to advance a nationalist conservatism. In the end, Poland's economy was opened just in
time to be eviscerated by neoliberalism and globalization.
The government repression workers sought to escape simply transformed into capitalist
disciplining, leaving many Poles in poverty during the closing years of the twentieth century.
More market shaping for a post-human economic framework where benefit corporations can
pretend to care about people while milking them for poverty-compliance data to run the
information economy. We now see "solidarity economy" messaging and a focus on platform
cooperatives setting the stage for social impact finance, stakeholder capitalism, and cybernetic
circular economies. In the May 2020 report below, funded by the (Klaus) Schwab Foundation in
partnership with the World Economic Forum, "solidarity economy" was used interchangeably
with "social economy" throughout.
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Source: Unlocking the Social Economy, Towards an Inclusive and Resilient Society
I find it very odd that this teacher from a rural area, Chiara Lubich, was catapulted to such
prominence after WWII, eventually gaining audiences with religious leaders from around the
world including: Michael Ramsey, Archbishop of Canterbury; Athenagoras I of Constantinople
who helped write the Catholic-Orthodox Joint Declaration of 1965; Bishop Klaus Hemmerle,
Bishop of Aachen, Germany; Nikkyo Niwano, founder of the Buddhist lay movement Rissho
Kosei-kai; and the Supreme Patriarch of Thai Buddhism Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara. She gave
presentations all over the world from the United Nations to the Malcolm X Mosque. At a
conference for the 50th anniversary of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg, France she presented
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on “A Market-based Society, Democracy, and Solidarity." They may speak of love, unity, and
harmony, but it's actually about leveraging markets to attain a global heart-mind synthesis those
in power believe will lead to a new phase of bio-digital evolution and the emergence of a World
Brain.
There are critics. It is said that Focolare adherents are expected to exhibit self-denial and center
themselves almost exclusively on the words and ideas of Chiara Lubich. There was child sexual
abuse. Certain Catholics were also skeptical of the influence of Focolare and other organizations
of the Neocatechumenal Way that held sway over John Paul II, though they held Opus Dei above
critique. A number of Jesuits have actively opposed Lubich's beatification.

Source: Focolare Condolences on Death of Bishop Javier Echevarria Rodriguez, Spanish Bishop
and Head of the Prelature of the Holy Cross and Opus De
Selling Sacred Economies
In 1977 Chiara was awarded the Templeton Foundation Prize for Progress in Religion in
London, an event attended by Prince Philip. The presentation was made at Guildhall, the
ceremonial administrative building for the City of London and its Corporation, which feels
significant. John Templeton made his fortune as a contrarian mutual fund investor turned
philanthropist who had a keen interest in character education, planned reproduction, free
markets, genius, religion, and theoretical physics. He became a UK citizen in the 1980s after
moving to Nassau in the Bahamas and was knighted for his charity work by Queen Elizabeth II
in 1987. At the close of her acceptance speech, Lubich quoted the Converso Spanish mystic John
of the Cross, who worked with Teresa of Avila to "reform" the Carmelite order in the late
sixteenth century: "Where you do not find love, put love and you will find love."
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They do seem to understand the power of love.

Source: Today, We Remember Chiara Lubich, Founder of Italy's Focolare Movement, John
Templeton Foundation
Focolare members gathered in Sao Paulo, Brazil in 1991 to launch the Economy of Communion,
(EOC) a premise that involves private enterprise solving social problems. Business owners,
workers, and customers dedicate a portion of their profits to uplift people out of poverty. The
effort promotes "vaccines for all," climate-related investing, and an examination of individual
behaviors around people and the planet in a spiritual context.
Last October Fordham University hosted a four-part series on EOC with Columbia University
professor Jeffrey Sachs. Sachs, an economist specializing in the transition from planned to
market-based economies, is president of the UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network
and chair of the Lancet COVID-19 Commission. He's been an advisor to UN Secretaries General
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António Guterres and General Ban Ki-moon on the Sustainable Development Goals and played
an advisory role in the transition of Poland's economy in the 1980s. Over a thousand
corporations have signed onto the Economy of Communion. While their website isn't all that
impressive, the involvement of Fordham and Sachs says something. There's also a rather strange
2018 paper published in the International Journal of Engineering and Technology sponsored by
the Seoul National University of Science and Technology that calls the Economy of Communion
"a new ideal economy." That's the actual title of the paper and it feels very cybernetic / circular
economy / systems engineering. It's clear how that outlook meshes with the Vatican endorsement
of Inclusive Capitalism in December 2020 and the mobilization of Catholic investment dollars
behind social impact investing.

Source: The Economy of Communion As The New Ideal Economy
Elias Crim, the Aleteia author, wrote about EoC in 2014 under the headline "Economics As If
People Mattered." 2014 was also the year that the Catholic Impact Investing Collaborative
(CIIC) was established. Patricia Dinneen, affiliated with the Boston Archdiocese and lead on
impact investing for Catholic Relief Services, chairs that organization. Educated at the
University of Pennsylvania, the London School of Economics, and MIT, she held positions in
international telecommunications, the White House, and RAND before entering into private
equity managing emerging markets in BRICs nations and heading the advisory council for the
Emerging Markets Private Equity Association. The following is an excerpt from Crim's article
about Focolare and the origins of EoC:
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"When Pope John Paul II’s encyclical Centesimus Annus appeared in 1991, some
American observers read it as a break with Church tradition, suggesting it somehow
endorsed a particular set of economic arrangements—i.e., those of American-style
free market capitalism, also known as neoliberalism. Focolare’s founder, Chiara Lubich,
read the document rather differently—perhaps more presciently, in fact. She did not read
the Pope as bestowing a blessing on “business as usual.” Instead, she saw him calling
for a social economy that was capable of orienting capitalistic society toward the
common good rather than individualistic consumerism.
The future pope’s interest in the meeting and in Focolare generally was due to the
heightened awareness of this group to the interrelationship between spirituality and
socioeconomic life. The Focolare movement’s special charism of unity, one which grew
to include an “economy of the gift,” with its values of cooperation, sharing and justice,
was extending outward from an initial focus on family life to an influence upon the larger
community. This relational economy was indeed a form of capitalism but with a strong
emphasis on the human person rather than on a deterministic confidence in an “invisible
hand.” Source
Why is Crim so interested in this topic? Well, he's a Chicago-based writer who is currently
founding editor of Ownership Matters, a bi-weekly newsletter focused on impact investing,
racial equity, and the solidarity economy. He previously managed a $2 million US Department of
Education Grant for character education in Chicago schools; founded Solidarity Hall a podcast
and publisher featuring works on radical Christianity, the New Economy, and localism, and
assisted Molly Burhans's on her Good Lands project to map Catholic holdings and make land
"work for good," featured in The New Yorker. Yes, we are supposed to believe a young college
student just happened to be staying at a Rome hostel, cold-called Vatican officials, and got the
chance to pitch her cartographic database skills. Ah, narrative shaping.
See how the story is used to package free-market exchange as the gift economy or sacred
economics? As the age of cybernetic enclosures and programmable finance tightens its grip on
refugees, the poor, and those thrown out of work by economic upheaval, propagandists are
working overtime to convince us that disruption is merely the opening act for an age of digital
abundance - no mention of the ubiquitous surveillance that's being baked into the transition.
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Source: Celo on Sacred Economics
A current example is this duplicity is Yale alumnus, Charles Eisentein, author and speaker on
Eastern spiritual teachings, indigenous culture, ecology, and the new economy, who recently
made common cause with Celo, a social impact "regenerative finance" company that's doing the
full court press to convince the world that "beautiful money" is the wave of the future.
During the global lockdowns Celo took the opportunity, in partnership with Impact Market, "A
Decentralized Poverty Alleviation Protocol," to seed a future customer base for Universal Basic
Income. Impact Market is already active in the refugee space in Africa. Celo's project involved a
30-year old traditional weaving cooperative (yes, cooperative) in the Philippines that became
destabilized when the tourist economy was taken out. The program offered members, mostly
women with children at home, a small monthly stipend to offset their losses. First, however, they
had to obtain smartphones (mostly from their children) and learn the ropes of digital money and
Valora wallets.
Valora is a peer-to-peer payment system based in San Francisco that completed a $20 million
funding round led by blockchain/crypto VC Marc Andreessen. In a recent interview with The
Rogan Experience, Andreessen discussed the importance of Metcalfe's Law, X-Squared. Every
connection you make to the network doubles its perceived value. This is the economic
imperative, beyond social control, that lies behind the "no one gets left behind in mixed reality"
campaign. Jason Bosch, Lynn Davenport and I unpack that interview here.
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Source: How Celo Powered A Small Community of Philippine Weavers To Access International
Markets, January 2022
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Source: Kotani Pay Partners With Rio and Impact Market To Enable UBI Payments to Refugees
In Africa

Source: A16z Leads $20M Bet That Celo's Valora Becomes A "Global Gateway To Crypto, July
2021
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Celo's founder and spokesperson is Sep Kamvar, the guy who invented Google's page rank
algorithm and, while working as the head of MIT's Social Computing Group, started a
Montessori-inspired pre-k franchise (Wildflower) where children had to wear slippers with
sensors in them so adults could track their social behaviors and what toys they played with in
school. Oh, and there were also artificial vision cameras mounted on the ceiling that fed data to
dashboards on each child.
Eisenstein has not responded to repeated Tweets asking him to clarify his relationship with
Kamvar and Celo and to explain how the company's use of his "Sacred Economics" branding is
compatible with the heartfelt blog posts he writes about protesting digital futures.
These characters are working all the angles to sell the masses on tokenized cooperatives as a
wholesome remedy to the current brutal economic landscape. It's not. For me it's a gut-punch to
see that so many supporters refuse to look at the facts and hold individuals and institutions
whether Catholic, or New Age, or something else accountable for the deceptions they're so deftly
spinning.
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Source: @Philly852 Tweet to Charles Eisenstein, May 19, 2022
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Source: @Philly852 Sep Kamvar Tweet, May 19, 2022
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Source: @Philly852 Tweet to Charles Eistenstein, June 23, 2022
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In a Basque Village - Education for Liberation or Impact?
Mondragon gained attention in the 1970s as a singular example of the unification of social
justice with theology, worker empowerment through education. The firm has grown to include
two hundred and eighty companies employing eighty one thousand people in forty one different
countries. Its products have moved far beyond sheet metal, paraffin heaters, and office furniture
of seventy years ago. Now it specializes in automated production lines for automotive and energy
system fabrication. It also advocates circular economy practices.
[caption id="attachment_12053" align="alignnone" width="1020"]

https://wrenchinthegears.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Cooperative-Economies-in-a-GlobalAge.pdf[/caption]
Source: Cooperative Economies in a Global Age, Thesis Stefan Siebel, RMIT University 2016
Jose Maria Arizmendiarretia, the Jesuit founder of Mondragon cooperative, was a seminarian
during the Spanish Civil War and part of the Vitoria Priests' Movement, guided by the teaching
of Spanish Renaissance theologian and jurist Francisco de Vitoria. His training focused on
Catholic social teaching grounded in the Rerum Novarum, rights and duties of capital and labor.
Dominican Thomist scholar Tommaso Maria Zigliara prepared the encyclical that was issued by
Pope Leo XIII in 1891 to address suffering of workers caused by industrialization, a response to
rising socialist sentiment that threatened to undermine the influence of church and uplift state
power. The document reasserted the importance of private property while laying out
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responsibilities of employers to provide dignified work suited to each person's capacity and for
labor to refrain from violence and complete their tasks diligently. The Basque priest internalized
the ideal of hard work for the collective good being a tool of economic and spiritual liberation.
He was taught by his mentor Rufino Aldabalde that the exclusion of God from society through
industrialization and secularization had led to the Second World War.
Another influence on Arizmendiarretia was Clement Atlee, UK Prime Minister and leader of the
Labour Party from 1935 to 1955. Atlee was Deputy Prime Minister under Churchill in 1942 and
later presided over the partition of India. This was the era in which Michael Dunlop Young,
father of social entrepreneurship in England, shaped the agenda of Labour, including the creation
of the National Health System. This influence led Arizmendiarrieta to endorse the public-private
partnership model, which he used in the development of a TB treatment facility and early
housing cooperative.

Source: Atlee and Churchill in 1946 from "Labour Battles Over Its Own History Hoping for
1945 And All That," Financial Times Op-Ed November 2021
In their 2008 profile, "The Origins of Mondragon: Catholic Co-Operativism and Social
Movement in a Basque Valley (1941-59)" sociologists Fernando Molina and Antonio Miguez
state that Arizmendiarretia had a desire to create a "new Christian order" where through proper
education and training, Basque peasants could be morally transformed while building a
"communitarian Christian practice of worker solidarity" that would "give them equal footing
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with their bosses and break the ruling-class structure." When he arrived, the town was dealing
with the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War, which divided the community. The town's economy
revolved around Union Cerrajera, a sheet metal company. Children of the elite had access to
education and apprenticeship programs that enabled those in the network to control managerial
jobs, while the rest had few opportunities for advancement.
The priest sought to mobilize the youth through sports and Catholic volunteer programs. He was
very successful at shaping public opinion, having refined his skills in narrative crafting while
working at a Basque Nationalist newspaper, Eguna, during his seminary years. Arizmendiarretia
targeted young men he felt could be molded to become "redeemers of their class," and hosted
weekly discussions on "private property, capital and labour, social justice, or novel Catholic
social theories such as the 'dual salary', which sought to divide salaries into a portion for
consumption and another for investment." The priest centered the idea of emancipatory
education and dignified work promoted by French Catholic philosophers Jean Leclerq, French
Benedictine monk known for writing "The Love of Learning and the Desire for God: A Study of
Monastic Culture" and Jacques Maritain a Thomist who help develop the Universal Declaration
on Human Rights. Emphasis was placed on learning in the service of others, which supported the
eventual expansion of the Mondragon cooperative model.

Source: 2018 Documentary of Arizmendiarretia's Life, El Hombre Cooperativo
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With support from local businesses, Arizmendiarrieta launched the Professional School of
Mondragon with the goal of "socializing knowledge to democratize power." Technical education
and training has always been a central feature of the Mondragon program, which is important to
remember as we consider the place of this model in human capital re-skilling tied to data-driven
investments by social entrepreneurs today, not to mention the meta-data captured from online
learning that is being leveraged to train our AI replacements.
While the priest had hoped to be able to change the corporate culture of Union Cerrajera from
within by training up through subsidization of the education of a cohort of young managers, he
was not successful. In 1956, a group broke off and petitioned to create a new Christian company,
Ulgor. Their first product line was kerosene stoves. The business thrived under Spain's
Stabilization Plan enacted by Franco in 1959 that backed-off the dictator's previous efforts at
autarchy, industrial self-sufficiency, and began to liberalize the country's economy allowing for
growth in exports. Over time Mondragon expanded production to include a range of home
appliances.
The education component remained central with three interrelated programs that operated in
affiliation with the University of the Basque Country for its first four decades. Mondragon
University was incorporated as an independent university in 1997. Today it hosts 4,000 students
studying engineering, business, entrepreneurship, communication, gastronomy, education,
cooperativism, and social innovation. The school partners with ESADE, Spain's influential
Jesuit-affiliated MBA program second only to IESE, the Opus Dei-affiliate. Together ESADE
and IESE hold substantial sway over business operations in Spain, maintaining extensive alumni
networks that include over a quarter of the board members of the Ibex 35, the index of Spain's
principal stock exchange, with particular representation in the telecommunications sector.
ESADE created a Center for Social Impact in 2017. In 2020 ESADE joined with Comillas
Universidad Pontificia and Universidad de Deusto, two other Jesuit institutions, to create a
special post-graduate program of study for international management with a focus on helping
others through the development of social impact enterprises.
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Source: Twitter ESADE Study Abroad Partnership with Mondragon University
A credit union was added in 1959, Caja Laboral Popular. Its descendant, Laboral Kutxa, has 400
offices and is the third largest credit union in Spain. The credit union was vital to business
expansion, because each member business would put forty-percent of their after-tax profits into
funds for research through the university or solidarity. The remainder, after a ten-percent
distribution to charity, was deposited to cover worker pensions. All of the funds held could then
be used to offer low-rate loans to support business expansion (page 122) among members.
Given the amount of funding that is anticipated to run through human capital-related projects
Mondragon Corporation could be in a position to channel a lot of money through worker
re-skilling at their technical university. The financial infrastructure is already in place, integrated
into the program from the beginning, and complements their history of faith-based philanthropy.
I think a similar dynamic linking wellbeing metrics and human capital investments could be in
play in the United States with plans for public banking.
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Source: Inclusive Capitalism About
Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556), founder of the religious order of the Society of Jesus or Jesuits,
was born in Azpeitia. He was the most famous Catholic priest from the Basque region. Pope
Francis, of course, is the first Jesuit pope, one with some skeletons in his closet from Argentina's
Dirty Wars. Pope Francis has thus far issued three encyclicals: 1) Evangelii Gaudium, in 2007
that announced a new era of evangelism in which Chapter 4 speaks specifically about care for the
weak and poor; 2) Laudato Si in 2015 critiquing consumerism and advancing environmental and
climate concerns; and 3) Gaudete et exultate, a universal call to holiness in 2018. The following
paragraph is taken from a website promoting the canonization of Arizmendiarretia, which is
consistent with stakeholder capitalism:
"The basis of the Christian endeavour he founded was "a group of young people, who are
very good Christians, and I would even go so far as to say they are good apostles”. He
wished to fulfill the dictate made by Pope Pious XI in his encyclical "Quadragesimo
Anno". The result, following on from the Professional School, was the creation of
ULGOR, the San José cooperative society (which would later become Eroski), the Caja
Laboral savings bank and other cooperative enterprises. He considered that “the workers
will not believe in the Church’s social doctrine if they cannot see it put into practice
through work for society”. And he added “The cooperative formula requires human
activity in order to share and implement higher human values, and work, capital
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and organisation are therefore not its ends in themselves, but means for better
serving human interests". Source
In the United States, quite a few of the institutions at the forefront of advancing social impact
finance, digital governance, and data analytics are affiliated with the Jesuits: Santa Clara
University, Gonzaga University, Boston College, Fordham University, Loyola University, and
Georgetown University. In my opinion the Jesuit's history of mass conversion of colonized
people through control of labor for large-scale agricultural projects, standardized education, and
enforced faith practices cannot be discounted moving forward. Look to the history of the original
people and enslaved Africans that Jesuits used to subjugate the lands of Brazil and their use of
aldeias, small villages designed to instill new social norms.
"For the Indians the aldeias meant a new and inhabit living space. The customs as well
as the structural layout of the village must have been very strange for the Indios
(given their previous living environment). Besides the living conditions, the aldeias
created a new identity for the people. The all-encompassing concept ‘Aldeia-Indian’
was created and applied to Indians from different tribes, with different cultures and
languages. For the Jesuits the aldeias represented spaces for realizing a utopia which
they already formulated in Europe. (Krumpel 1992) The missionary movement was
strengthened in the counter-reform to fight Evangelization, so the Jesuits saw in the
peoples, who were discovered during the Portuguese expansionist movement, an
opportunity to shape Christianity and form a catholic community free from the
problems which suffered the church at home in Europe. Because of this plan to create
a purer and better Christianity abroad, the Jesuits in Brazil tried to keep a strategic
alliance with the Portuguese Crown. Like the priest Antonio Viera said, they dreamed of
creating a worldwide realm of Portuguese Catholicism." Page 7
I imagine these are not so different from Focolare towns or charter cities for refugees. The
networked built environment will be constructed with encoded social values and used to attempt
to transition us from our original biological state to Nicholas Berggruen's planned transition to
holographic life.
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Tokenized Co-Ops and "Moral" Markets - Part Three

Joseph Stiglitz, former chief economist of the World Bank and Columbia University professor,
paid visits to Mondragon in 2005 and 2018. He was looking at worker-owned cooperatives as a
possible tool to resolve economic disparities created by capitalism. UN Sustainable Goal 8 is
decent work and economic growth. In a 2020 New York Times article, "Co-ops in Spain's
Basque Region Soften Capitalism's Rough Edges," Amal Chevrau of the OECD was quoted:
"Mondragón is one of the landmarks of the social economy movement because of its scale."

Source: Mondragon Timeline 2005, "Joseph Stiglitz (Fourth from the Left)
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Peter Goodman, author of the piece, goes on to say the co-op model is suited to a new corporate
outlook that asserts the importance of stakeholders, not just shareholders. The Business
Roundtable affirmed this position in an August 2019 press release clarifying the purpose of a
corporation. Cooperatives have been positioned as tools to meet targets for UN SDG 8 as seen in
"The Mondragon Case: Companies Addressing Social Impact and Dialogic Methodologies." The
following is taken from the OECD social impact measurement policy paper:
"Indeed, cooperatives have taken the lead in adopting appropriate indicators to
capture their impacts in terms of social inclusion, well-being and community
engagement. To be responsive the specificities and goals of Italian Work Integration,
Social Cooperatives have developed a dedicated model with indicators on well-being
and personal growth, which are operationalised through psychosocial perceptions of
vulnerable people after their work experience in social cooperatives (e.g. trust in their
abilities, happiness with their lives, enthusiasm and commitment to work). In Canada, the
Urban Institute’s ABC of Co-op Impact identifies metrics to measure the community
impact of cooperatives compared to other forms of businesses. Democratic governance
and member empowerment in particular are identified as distinguishing features of
cooperatives compared to for-profit companies. Similarly, the Centre of Excellence in
Accounting and Reporting for Cooperatives has developed a set of key performance
indicators along the domains of voluntary and open membership, democratic member
control, member economic participation, autonomy and independence, education, training
and information, and concern for community." Page 39
Here's how the sausage gets made. To those who know nothing of platform cooperatives,
tokenization, and impact finance it probably sounds benevolent and hopeful. I think, however,
that if you review the topics and framing of these blog posts prepared by the Platform
Cooperative Consortium carefully, you'll see that their economy that "puts people first" has
chosen that tactic, because the new economy demands everyone's data.
Yes, they pay lip-service to the fact that you will own your own data and be able to participate in
governance through awarded tokens, but the truth is that mixed reality is not a game created by
the masses for their benefit. This is made very clear by the fact that the sole funder of the
Platform Cooperativism Consortium is Google - a $1 million grant in 2018. The fact that this
NGO's headquarters is one block away from Union Square, a landmark for labor organizing and
free speech in the United States, is a slap in the face to all who made sacrifices for workers'
rights.
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Source: Platform Co-ops in Action, Platform Cooperativism Consortium Blog Posts
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Source: PCC Affiliates - US, UK, Kenya, Germany, and Australia, plus Michel Bauwens P2P
Foundation

Source: Platform Cooperativism Consortium Building With Union Square Park, Historic Site of
Labor Organizing and Several Anti-Lockdown Rallies
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Source: Sain Lopez, Platform Cooperativsim Consortium Research Fellow, Mondragon
University
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Source: Sole Funder of Platform Cooperativism Consortium, Google

Source: The History of Union Square, the Public Square That Hosted the First Labor Day Parade
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lyuAJK_Kd0
(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
Source: Alison McDowell’s speech at Union Square Rally, March 2021
The concept of Information Economics, the impact of asymmetrical information on markets, was
developed by Stiglitz. This fixation on resolving information inefficiencies precipitated the
demand that everything be measured. One way to obtain measurements, and quantification of
social relations for impact, within workplaces is to turn employers into platform cooperatives and
then adopt a tokenized governance model to visualize the dynamics of internal operations,
including adherence to stated corporate values.
It also drives the push for finclusion of the so-called un-banked. Eliminating anonymous
informal transactions is an imperative for the data economy. It is a misguided quest for full
spectrum dominance of all financial activity. Nothing is meant to exist beyond the reach of, the
vision of, the machine. In "Decentralization at Work: Cooperatives on the Blockchain," Joshua
Davila of dGen, a Berlin-based consultancy working on "responsible" deployment of Web 3.0
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technologies describes a DisCO (Distributed Cooperative Organization) Co-op model which is
like a DAO with embedded aspects of eco-feminist economics. The effort is backed by TNI, the
Transnational Institute, a program of the Institute for Policy Studies, a liberal global NGO
advancing the "green" economy, evidence-based drug policy, effective public services, people's
rights in trade, and opposition to structures of technological control (the irony).

(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zFRlLrniok
Source: DisCo Coop Trailer
The author of the 2019 DisCO Manifest, "If I Had A Heart" is UK artist Ruth Catlow whose
work asserts the potential of networked technology for emancipation. The project prefers the
words distributed over decentralized and cooperative over autonomous. Their goal is to create
community algorithmic trusts, DisCO CATs, to keep track of work related to the commons
including unpaid care work through love, livelihood and pro-bono credits. The latter, especially
when combined with fair trade certifications, will create metrics for UN Sustainable Goal 5,
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Gender Equity. The first use case was a Madrid-based online service, Guerrilla Translation, that
uses a platform built on Holo, a pilot for Open Value Cooperativism advanced by Michel
Bauwens and the P2P Foundation through its Common Transition project.
Open Value Cooperativism tracks contribution to a project so that participants have a claim on
future value created. This reminds me of the new use case being applied to impact investing Hypercerts by San Francisco-based Protocol Labs. The model of credit streams was later applied
to a regional cultural project in western Spain relating to weaving and two maker-space
"Fab-Labs," one in Zimbabwe and the other Cooperation Jackson in Mississippi. Cooperation
Jackson's Fab-Lab uses software created by the MIT Center for Bits and Atoms.
On the surface this model seems reasonable. I know several extremely talented artists and writers
whose ability to continue their vital work relies on navigating an increasingly perilous maze of
gig work and one-off fundraisers. Stability and camaraderie of like-minded people is something
we all seek. But to me this new brand of networked emancipation will demand all participants
and the communities, online and offline, in which they are situated submit to the roll out of Web
3.0.
This will bring with it all kinds of smart contracts that will embed themselves in every aspect of
our lives. It is only with great effort that activists are going to be able to hold onto the fiction that
blockchain tools are serving them rather than confining them. The poster children for DisCO are
eclectic, artsy makers, but we shouldn't kid ourselves the model won't be grabbed by the
tentacles of corporate ESG portfolios or used to manage refugee camps or faith-based Focolare
towns.
Bauwens founded P2P in 2006 in Amsterdam and is now focused on accounting for "planetary
survival." That's life on the ledger. His previous career was in e-commerce working for
Belgium's largest telecom company, Belgacom (now Proximus Group). Before that, he worked
as a "cybrarian" for the Cold War propaganda machine USIA and as information coordinator for
British Petroleum. He collaborates on "commons" issues with Vasilis Kostakis, a professor of
Peer-to-Peer at Tallinn University of Technology(TalTech) in Estonia and Harvard's Berkman
Klein Center, and Amherst-based David Bollier, co-founder of Commons Strategies Group.
Another colleague, Silke Helfrich, independent researcher with the Heinrich Boell Foundation in
Mexico, which was affiliated with the German Green political party, died in an alpine hiking
accident last year.
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Source: A New Post-Capitalist Ecosystem of Value Creation, Stacco Troncoso Affiliated with
Guerrilla Translation and Based in Spain
Cybernetic Prosperity Gospel - Virtue and FreeDOM
The emerging economic system, embedded as it is within cybernetic enclosures, is taking on an
anarcho-capitalist vibe where the far Left and far right, including the religious right, converge
around a shared love of decentralization and the promise of techno-liberation. Somehow both
sides think they can use a "tool" of state intelligence to accomplish their preferred economic and
sacred ends. Color me dubious.
Perhaps the Left will enjoy a flat-horizontal social structure with weighted "woke" values
embedded in its economic transacting for a while, but only until Aladdin comes on the scene. In
the same way I think the religious right imagines a future of doing well by doing good and
earning enough evidence-based charity tokens to pad their heavenly portfolio without stopping to
think that the creator wouldn't blockchain people and putting your faith in technology undercuts
authentic spirituality.
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I see the Acton Institute's article lauding Arizmendiarrieta as the "patron saint of Spanish
entrepreneurship," as a clear example of the latter. Acton Institute is a Grand Rapids, Michigan
based think tank that advocates Judeo-Christian values embedded in free-market economics.
They are affiliated with the Atlas Network, which is anti-regulation in outlook, and publish a
peer-reviewed journal "Markets and Morality."
Grand Rapids, the childhood home of Gerald Ford, is the economic hub of western Michigan
with Spectrum Health System its largest employer. Amway, founded by the influential DeVos
family, is located ten miles away in the suburb of Ada. The DeVos's are major donors, handing
out millions upon millions in grants to nonprofits, many in Michigan, and to the Republican
party. Betsy DeVos served as chair of the Republican Party of Michigan and was appointed
Secretary of Education by Trump in 2016 where she advocated for charter school expansion and
school choice. Among Acton Institute's supporters are DeVos, Eric Prince, the Kochs, and the
Bradley Foundation (Birch Society affiliate). Twelve miles from downtown Grand Rapids is
Cascade Township, home of an L3 Harris Technologies manufacturing plant that saw a $2.6
million expansion last year. That company is a prominent military aerospace and electrical
communications contractor.
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Source: Venerable Servant of God Jose Maria Arizmendiarrieta: Patron Saint of Spanish
Entrepreneurship, Acton Institute, June 2021
The founder of Acton Institute is Robert Sirico, a man on an unusual spiritual journey. If there
were ever an embodiment of shifted polarization it would be him. Raised in Brooklyn with his
recently-deceased brother and Soprano's actor Tony Sirico, Robert separated from the Catholic
Church as a youth and moved to the west coast where he became a Pentecostal minister. He then
changed course and established a church ministering to the gay community in Seattle and Los
Angeles. Later, upon reading Hayek and the biography of John Neumann, he turned away from
those beliefs and came back to the Catholic Church, attending Catholic University and becoming
ordained as a Paulist Priest.
A major influence on his theoretical understanding was Catholic philosopher Michael Nowak.
Nowak, a strong critic of Liberation Theology, wrote "The Spirit of Democratic Capitalism,
which theorized that democracy was only possible within free markets and a plural, liberalistic
culture. During his time on the west coast, Robert Sirico was active in peace and
environmentalist movements. His goal at Acton is to bridge the Left's position on the climate
with the Right to become better stewards - though to my way of thinking this has everything to
do with emergent markets in ESG finance and sensor networks.
The story goes that Sirico was inspired by Pope John Paul II's encyclical, Centesimus annus,
which revisited the 1891 Rerum novarum in the waning days of the Cold War, and affirmed
social and economic justice, but in opposition to Marxism. He came to Grand Rapids to found
Action Institute with Kris Mauren, a Johns Hopkins graduate in international policy with a focus
on nonprofit management and measurement. The men sought to promote virtue and freedom,
honorable business practices grounded in private property rights. The organization has fifty
employees, a $12 million annual budget and maintains satellite offices in Rome and Buenos
Aires. Maximilian Torres, professor of business ethics and corporate organizational
measurement, connects Acton to Mondragon's Spain and the Vatican's inclusive capitalism. The
Harvard Law alumnus took a PhD in Management at IESE in Navarre Span, an Opus
Dei-affiliated institution, and taught there for a decade before coming back to Michigan where he
now edits Acton's "Journal of Markets and Morality."
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Source: Sirico and Mauren with President Ronald Reagan
Blockchain Poverty Cure?
In the spirit of the church's social teachings, Sirico launched the Institute's PovertyCure initiative
at the Newman Centre of the University of Toronto in 2018. The program, which now has over
400 international partners in 150 countries, applies Christian-centered entrepreneurship to the
problem of global poverty, fostering voluntary civil associations outside the state to promote
human flourishing.
In 2014, Acton underwrote the creation of a documentary Poverty, Inc., to prepare the ground for
this work. The film, which won dozens of festival awards and was recognized by the John
Templeton Foundation, is a good example of impact media. The website even includes an
"impact survey" to capture metrics.
People on the Right who follow my work may be thinking, "So, what's the problem? I don't see
anything not to like." Well it gets murkier once you dig into the interests behind the creation of
the film. Mark Weber was the point person. He's the business innovation lead for IBM. From his
online bio: "Mark focuses on cultivating the research-to-impact workflow within a hybrid
cloud ecosystem for driving AI applications with pathways to integration and scale." "As a
researcher, Mark has published works on blockchain technology for supply chain finance,
graph deep learning for anti-money laundering, and AI fairness for anti-discrimination in
lending." Weber earned his MBA at the Sloan School where he worked as a graduate assistant on
MIT's Digital Currency Initiative (DCI). Weber overlapped for a year with DCI founder Brian
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Forde, who relocated to his home state of California in 2017 to run for a Congressional seat in
Orange County (Forde lost).

Source: Mark Weber - Driving Business Innovation from Fundamental Science
While at DCI Weber helped build b_verify, a blockchain commodities tracking platform
developed in partnership with Boston University (Jesuit), the University of Pennsylvania, the
Mexican government, and the InterAmerican Development Bank. The platform was ostensibly to
create efficiencies in warehousing and storage of commodities, but as we know, all of this
technology is dual use.
At this point very few people are willing to say out loud that the plan is to tokenize poor people
and children as commodities, track them, and place futures bets on them as you would a silo of
GMO corn. If you read my detailed investigation into Mexico's pilot of conditional cash transfers
to low-income women and children in the mid 1990s, you'll understand my concern. There is a
reason Mexico and InterAmerican Development Bank are on the partner list.
Michael Matheson Miller also helped create the film. Miller is an Acton Institute research fellow
and wrote the book "Digital Contagion" with a focus on Big Tech and surveillance capitalism. Of
course we know how the dialectic works - the planned "solution" being some version of "rebel
city" digital sovereignty (branded Left or Right as needed) so we will elect to commodify our
souls and join IBM's blockchain supply network that's being built out by Mark Weber's
colleagues. Miller's podcast topics at "The Moral Imagination," are meant to appeal to
Libertarians. They hit all the buttons - classical education, awake not woke, principled
entrepreneurship, crypto; totalitarianism, beauty and love. They know how to tell you what you
want to hear, but they aren't going to tell you everything.
Mark knows that there's a game afoot. Sirico may talk a good game about human flourishing, but
I'll state again that Jesus would not blockchain people and put them under ubiquitous digital
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surveillance for supply chain tracking. That is not freeDOM. That is not liberty. If you want to
pull out of charity so you can push entrepreneurship, understand that a poor person succeeding in
this age of automation will be practically impossible UNLESS they agree to be used for
anti-poverty washing data analytics and synthetic biology for the open air prison. What Acton
Institute is doing is asking people to live in the game while pretending that there is no game.
I invite you to read the description of blockchain warehouse logs with IoT surveillance
monitoring. Then read this open letter to Jeff and Laura Sandefer and parents who have children
enrolled in Acton Academy franchise micro-schools. Acton Academy is loosely connected with
Acton Institute through its Texas oilman founder Jeff Sander. The mom said she was very
concerned about the amount of personal data being collected on her children in school through
digital platforms. The Sandefer's response was that they could choose to leave and that the kind
of data they were collecting wasn't Communist. I guess we're supposed to be glad for it. I
suppose they don't count on people understanding digital twins and blockchain mind files. The
school franchise and the Institute are both named after Lord Acton who is often quoted as saying
"Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely." Indeed.

Source: b_verify Warehouse Receipts An Open Source Blockchain Protocol For Verifiable
Records
The text above with my additions in parentheses:
"The selected use case informing this research is the negotiable warehouse receipt for
agricultural commodities. Warehouse receipts (picture student meta-data on
blockchain) are legally defined title documents attesting to a particular quantity,
type, and quality of a commodity (securitized human capital) at a specific storage
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facility. These instruments can be used to secure inventory as collateral for loans, to
facilitate trade, and to settle expiring futures contracts.
Development agencies and multilaterals have championed the benefits of warehouse
receipts for price discovery (reputation scoring for securitization of humans as
Berggruen's tokenized assets) and access to credit for even the poorest of farmers. One
USAID program in Tanzania produced a doubling of the prices farmers were able to
command for their harvest immediately upon the installation of a storage and warehouse
receipt program. Strengthening the agricultural sector also improves food security and
competitiveness at a national level.
Three problems prevent warehouse receipts from realizing their full potential for farmers
and society: forged documents, high transaction costs, and the potential for
disparities (similar arguments used to advance blockchain learning
lockers/transcripts) between the receipt attestation and the physical goods. Applications
using the b_verify protocol can help mitigate these problems.
First, high profile frauds involving forged or duplicated warehouse receipts have cost
banks hundreds of millions of dollars; this makes banks wary of lending against them and
traders wary of buying them. The b_verify protocol addresses this problem by posting
warehouse receipt issuances as cryptographic commitments to the data structure of the
Bitcoin blockchain as a secure, public source of record.
Second, assuming the receipts are authentic, the transaction costs involved in verifying
and transporting paper records are extremely high, especially in countries with poor
infrastructure. The b_verify protocol addresses this problem using a novel method of
coordinating updates to the records using cryptographic proofs constructed by a
designated server, which need not be trusted (picture automated contracts/payments
for remote gig labor).
Third, again assuming authentic receipts, banks and traders worry about the quality and
honesty of warehouse custodianship; perhaps the goods are removed illegally for
example. While this problem cannot be completely eliminated by technology, access
control measures and Internet of Things (IoT) integrations can be combined with
the b_verify protocol (surveillance of students/workers like Wildflower Montessori
wearables and artificial vision cameras) to reduce these risks. For example, outflows
of grain from a silo could require authentication via a query of the blockchain record,
while digital devices measuring the outflow can independently commit updates to the
record without human interference.
An added feature of the b_verify protocol is the opportunity for the programmatic
enforcement of covenants and contracts (also known as “smart contracts”). For
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example, using an application servicing the b_verify protocol, the pledging of collateral
with a warehouse receipt could automate the transfer of the collateral to the lender upon a
hard loan default. Covenants such as maximum debt-to-asset ratios or minimum allowed
commodity price fluctuations could also be constructed within the b_verify system.
The verifiable activities of a given business over time, such as inventory turnover and
repayment history, can also provide valuable insight into the health of the business,
which is the chief consideration in assessing creditworthiness (also applicable to
human capital).
Lastly, the transparency provided by this publicly accessible and verifiable system of
record may contribute to safer, more transparent asset-backed securities and derivatives
markets as these develop in emerging economies." Source
Excerpt from one mother's experience with an Acton Academy Microschool - compare with
excerpt above:
"The next big red flag was the 360 reviews that kids were asked to fill out at the end of
every session on the Acton tracker. Acton says these reviews are meant to ‘normalize
feedback’. Except, I do not know any professional who is allowed to offer feedback
directed at an individual’s character. The 360 reviews ask students to anonymously rate
everyone in their studio on a scale of 1 to 10 based on how ‘tough-minded’ and
‘warm-hearted’ they are. They are given a space to write a sentence of evidence for
their rating, and then are given space to write ‘stars’ for things they like about the
person, and ‘wishes’ for what they wish that person would change. After seeing this, I
sent an email to the owners of our school with evidence I have accumulated from
professors in my Master’s work which demonstrated feedback, especially personal
feedback, does not have the desired positive outcomes, and induces shame responses. The
owners of our school and founders of Acton told me normalizing feedback was valuable;
and, if Acton was not a good fit, there are other schools for my kids.
The results of the 360 reviews were one of the metrics used to determine a student’s
freedom level. Before Acton, the only time I had heard the term ‘freedom level’ was to
describe a social credit system where those with higher credits get greater access-a
program that has been piloted on a wide scale under the guise of ‘building trust’ with
authoritarian governments. Inside each studio are 5 freedom levels. Freedom is earned
or lost by meeting certain expectations, and in the middle and high school studios,
higher freedom levels are not given to those with low peer 360 reviews. In upper
elementary, a student on the highest freedom level can choose anywhere to sit during
work time, and can even choose not to work. On the lowest level a student has to sit in an
assigned seat, cannot snack, and must get a minimum amount of work done.
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And, these 360 reviews are not written on paper or given any relational connection. They
are written and published online, on Acton’s ‘tracker’. The tracker is a major anchor
for many ‘personalized’ learning programs. It holds the student’s record, or ledger, of
their work, their 360 reviews, their ‘SMART’ goals, their ‘badges’ for completing a
certain amount of work, and their ‘buck’ balance (more on bucks below). This
tracker allows you to look at the progress, bucks balance, 360 review scores, and badge
earnings of everyone in the studio. It asks you how many minutes you worked on math or
reading. It asks you to upload screenshots of proof, and answer questions about topics.
One of the ways Acton keeps costs low is to utilize education technology for Math and
English Language Arts, so that no expertise is needed by educators for what they call
‘core skills’ learning.
The tracker and the education technology learning platforms are forms of surveillance.
These are ways data can be harvested and utilized. My open letter to Acton describes
exactly how schools, institutions, and those set on 21st Century education reforms benefit
from harvested data. I asked Acton how they are using the data from the tracker, how
they are protecting the data harvested from my children on the tracker and the
EdTech companies they promote. I was told that I could trust them or go to a new
school, and that only I could protect my children."
"Acton students are told they have a minimum number of lessons to do online for math
and ELA. If they succeed, they will earn a badge and will get paid bucks. If they do
not, they will lose a buck each week for not completing the minimum. This rewards those
who learn well online. Some kids can earn bucks at a much faster rate, and others can be
highly stressed. Now, if a student runs out of bucks they must go to an isolated room
and work on core skills all day, for as many days as it takes to earn another hero
buck by completing a badge. To avoid this, my kids have a badge they leave 90%
completed so that if it were to happen they could get a badge and get out ASAP.
Bucks are also taken if peers see you not following the classroom rules. Peers are
supposed to offer a verbal warning, and then if the behavior persists the peer can go on to
the Acton tracker and ask the person for a buck. Guides take bucks for not being on time
and prepared and not being respectful. There is not a moment in the day when bucks
are not in jeopardy. Which, by definition, means this is not a self-directed environment.
I made several attempts to discuss why their learning and behaviors are incentivized, as
this is in opposition to research that has been published for 30 years stating
incentivization has a net negative effect. I was told to trust them and that these
systems were being used wisely." Source
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Jason and I paid a site visit to a different Acton-affiliate in Utah this spring.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BdRfxcjWAc4&list=PLnNSjVGWqTO7VooX2CRXwNriqh
Pt-bEDF&t=210s
(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
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Wellness Metrics, Teaching Machines To "Live" (With Us) - Part 4

Feature Image: Piazza Ovale, Casina Pio IV, 1560
A year after taking office president of France Nicholas Sarkozy, who happens to be Catholic,
tapped Joseph Stiglitz to head a Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and
Social Progress. The center-right politician and former mayor of Neuilly-sur-Seine served as
Minister of the Budget under Balladur and Mitterrand and Minster of the Interior and Finance
under Chirac. Sarkozy is also a member of the Berggruen Network.
The Commission's findings, which were released in the aftermath of the 2008 global economic
implosion, set the stage for stakeholder capitalism and began to walk back GDP as the primary
measure of economic vitality. Stigliz is a member of the Pontifical Academy of the Social
Sciences established by Pope John Paul II in 1994. Michel Bauwens is also an expert advisor to
the group that gathers at Casina Pio IV in Vatican City. There, ensconced in a sixteenth-century
summer villa, prominent thinkers discuss the church's social teaching in relation to current issues
of concern like: globalization, democracy, and human rights. The focus of one of last year's
meetings was "The Science and Ethics of Happiness: Caritas, Social Friendship, and the End of
Poverty." The Vatican is very big in the social impact sector.
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Source: Science and Ethics of Happiness. Caritas, Social Friendship, and End of Poverty

Source: Education. The Global Compact, 2020
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Given the information that follows, I think it's worth considering architecture as a form of social
technology. This villa exhibits a complex interplay of encoded mythological and religious
themes that revolve around truth, knowledge, and memory. People with a deeper understanding
of esoterica may be able to draw out additional meaning as to why this location was selected as a
gathering place thirty years ago. The detailed descriptions authorized by the church are available
here and here. Its Wikipedia entry notes of the design: "the Casina's rich and at times obscure
iconographic programme, features the efficacy of baptism, the primacy of the papacy and the
welcomed punitive powers of the Church."

Source: Casina Pio IV in the Vatican, Historical and Iconographic Guide
Stigliz's project for Sarkozy asserted that social well-being be prioritized. The era of
bio-capitalism and investments in prescribed social behaviors was getting off the ground.
Assisting Stiglitz in this effort was the Bengali economic theorist and Harvard professor
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Amartya Sen whose career centered: development finance; social choice, whereby individual
preferences were guided to generate collective decisions; and capabilities, taking into
consideration people's abilities to pursue their choices. Sen has served on Berggruen's philosophy
prize selection panel.
Read this selection from their report keeping the following factors in mind. Well-being metrics
will quantify ALL our relationships, social and environmental. By assigning everything a
numerical value our lives are made visible to the machine. This information will be used to
inform the actions of autonomous intelligent systems in mixed reality. Everything will be
compelled to interact with these systems on the basis of the data that comprises unique digital
identities, digital twins. Blockchain transactions connected to cyber-physical systems will
enclose our lives in mechanical energies. This is the new rule of law - smart contract law. Global
financial interests, guided by artificial intelligence prediction markets, will place bets on our
ability to attain indicators of "success" specified. Submission to the machine is being framed as
good for society and the planet, appealing to progressives, and economically efficient, appealing
to free-market libertarians. This is how the Earth may be remade as a planetary computer. This is
the "wellness" economy.
"Another key message, and unifying theme of the report, is that the time is ripe for our
measurement system to shift emphasis from measuring economic production to
measuring people’s well-being. And measures of well-being should be put in a context
of sustainability. Despite deficiencies in our measures of production, we know much
more about them than about well-being. Changing emphasis does not mean dismissing
GDP and production measures. They emerged from concerns about market production
and employment; they continue to provide answers to many important questions such as
monitoring economic activity. But emphasizing well-being is important because there
appears to be an increasing gap between the information contained in aggregate GDP
data and what counts for common people’s well-being. This means working towards the
development of a statistical system that complements measures of market activity by
measures centered on people’s well-being and by measures that capture
sustainability. Such a system must, of necessity, be plural – because no single measure
can summarize something as complex as the well-being of the members of society, our
system of measurement must encompass a range of different measures. The issue of
aggregation across dimensions (that is to say, how we add up, for example, a measure of
health with a measure of consumption of conventional goods), while important, is
subordinate to the establishment of a broad statistical system that captures as many
of the relevant dimensions as possible. Such a system should not just measure average
levels of well-being within a given community, and how they change over time, but also
document the diversity of peoples’ experiences and the linkages across various
dimensions of people’s life. There are several dimensions to well-being but a good place
to start is the measurement of material well-being or living standards." Page 6
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The language around establishing consistent standards of data to capture the diversity of
experiences across dimensions of people's lives is very much in keeping with the premise of
developing social simulations that can be used for systems engineering of large populations. The
dimensions Stigliz's commission recommends tracking include: 1) material living standards
(income, consumption and wealth); 2) health; 3) education; 4) personal activities including work;
5) political voice and governance; 6) social connections and relationships; 7) environment
(present and future conditions); 8) insecurity of an economic as well as a physical nature. These
are all metrics that will be used to assign and manage improvement pathways towards "equity."
Remember that the next time you are nudged to complete an online survey.

Source: Berggruen and Sarkozy (Who Is Half Hungarian) in 2013 at the 21st Century Council
Gathering in Zurich
Richard Layard of the London School of Economics Centre for Economic Performance first
developed metrics around the "science of happiness" that were used to finance mental health
services in the UK. By establishing that economic losses due to "mental health" amount to
billions of dollars, the social impact sector has created an enormous cost-offset for
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pay-for-success social prescribing. The following excerpt is from a 2006 Guardian article,
"Spread A Little Happiness ," about Layard's pilot "happiness centres."
"Imagine the situation. You have had a relationship breakdown. It has left you depressed, alone
and turning to alcohol. Work is impossible. But, thankfully, your local NHS "happiness centre" is
just around the corner. Part sanctuary, part psychology laboratory, happiness centres are a sort of
Ikea for the mind, where the feelgood factor is flat-packed for you to take home. A branded
chain of open-access outposts offering the latest talking therapies for some of the most common
and distressing mental illnesses. No long waits. No need for a referral - simply turn up and get
help."
This is what ongoing mental health screenings are about; what ACEs scoring is about; what
emotion-sensing digital surveillance is about; what social-emotional training in schools is about.
The power structure is gathering baselines and sucking up data for prediction markets in future
behavior management. That quote is sixteen years old. Today, your "Ikea of the Mind" drop-in
center could easily be a tele-therapy chatbot or a cognitive behavioral therapy game in a VR
headset.
Please understand, I am in no way dismissing or trying to minimize the reality of mental stress in
society today. It is a serious concern. What I am trying to say is that these programs are dual use,
and we're moving into the phase where artificial intelligence really wants to learn what makes us
tick as complex, emotional beings. There is a fiscal and pragmatic logic behind this pivot to
tele-"wellness" management." The plan is to use us to explain to AI how to be more like us.
That's human-centered design - that and cognitive warfare, the Sixth Domain. Hat tip to my
friend Raul at Silicon Icarus for bringing a 2020 NATO report on the subject to my attention.
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Source: Marketising the Mental Health Crisis: How the CBT Empire-Builders Colonised the
NHS

Source: Cognitive Domain: A Sixth Domain of Operations, Hervé Le Guyader
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In 2019, the Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems of the Institute
for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), a professional association with over 400,000
members in 160 countries headquartered in New York City and Piscataway, NJ, prepared
"Ethically Aligned Design: A Vision for Prioritizing Human Well-being with Autonomous and
Intelligent Systems." Their intent was to outline social policy imperatives in the face of pervasive
computing with the goal of supporting human well-being. The effort was chaired by Raja
Chatila, a professor of robotics and ethics at Pierre and Marie Curie University in Paris.
"Ultimately, our goal should be eudaimonia, a practice elucidated by Aristotle that defines
human well-being, both at the individual and collective level, as the highest virtue for a society.
Translated roughly as “flourishing”, the benefits of eudaimonia begin with conscious
contemplation, where ethical considerations help us define how we wish to live. Whether our
ethical practices are Western (e.g., Aristotelian, Kantian), Eastern (e.g., Shinto, 墨家/School of
Mo, Confucian), African (e.g., Ubuntu), or from another tradition, honoring holistic definitions
of societal prosperity is essential versus pursuing one-dimensional goals of increased
productivity or gross domestic product (GDP). Autonomous and intelligent systems should
prioritize and have as their goal the explicit honoring of our inalienable fundamental rights and
dignity as well as the increase of human flourishing and environmental sustainability." Page 4
Looks like the eudaimonia protocol may involve scary ghostlike presences pulling the strings of
your smart appliances to gaslight you into accepting the programmed new normal. I often link to
this piece by Van Diamondfinger, "The Domestic Front." The guy must know what's coming; it
dates to 2017. Still, it's worth fifteen minutes of your time. Keep the image below in mind as you
read it.
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Source: A Meta User Interface for Interaction with Mixed Reality Environments
Page six of the document indicates that metrics assessing "flourishing" will be aligned to the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and will require universal access to
communication networks. Otherwise how can the autonomous intelligent systems aid us on our
self-improvement pathways? Then on page eight the document discusses the importance of
well-being metrics, the very same ones laid out by Stiglitz's commission. The authors go on to
say that social norms of different communities need to be documented and made computable,
otherwise the intelligent agents won't be able to serve their intended purpose.
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"At the present time, the conceptual complexities surrounding what “values” are make it difficult
to envision A/IS that have computational structures directly corresponding to social or cultural
values such as “security,” “autonomy,” or “fairness”. It may be a more realistic goal to embed
explicit norms into such systems. Since norms are observable in human behavior, they can
therefore be represented as instructions to act in defined ways in defined contexts, for a
specific community—from family to town to country and beyond. A community’s network of
social and moral norms is likely to reflect the community’s values, and A/IS equipped with such
a network would, therefore, also reflect the community’s values." Page 171
In charter cities, the idea is that communities will be created from scratch under the presumption,
likely inaccurate, that all residents have opted-in and personally endorse the structured social
norms coded into the infrastructure at the time of incorporation. I'm picturing a cross between a
busy-body homeowners association, intentional community, monastery, or college dorm. Ok,
really I'm thinking about B.F. Skinner's Walden Two and its real life counterpart, Twin Oaks in
Louisa, VA. In the clip below former Twin Oaks community member turned Smith College
behavioral psychologist David Palmer makes a case for cooperative living where the use of
shared resources creates economic efficiencies that might even "save the world."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwWiouIdsfg
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(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
Source: Reflecting on Walden Two With Dave Palmer
The one not so insignificant issue, however, is human behavior management. The ideal of the
charter city would be to develop a machine for "sustainable" living, even "flourishing." This
would be accomplished through sophisticated development of behavioral economics to guide
society towards optimization metrics with such subtlety that even residents might forget that the
choices being made were not entirely their own.
I haven't had a chance to read Alexandra Ruthorford's 2009 book, "Beyond the Box: B.F.
Skinner's Technology of Behavior From Laboratory to Life, 1950s to 1970s," but I ordered a
copy and added it to my summer reading list. Linked is a PDF if you're partial to a free, digital
format. It would seem that Skinner's legacy, expanded upon by the many social science
researchers affiliated with Ideas42, is being manifested in the linkage of DeFi (decentralized
finance) to Internet of Things connected living situations for which displaced people receiving
"aid" are on the front lines as Leo Saraceno has laid out in great detail through his work at
Silicon Icarus.
This is another excerpt from the OECD social impact measurement policy paper that discusses
the need for system change / social change:
"Further, social entrepreneurs are under growing pressure not just to deliver on their mission, but
also to create system change. For example, one of the pioneering and most eminent incubators
of social entrepreneurs, Ashoka, views its purpose as transforming inequality by changing
mind-sets globally. This implies heightened information needs in order to understand complex
social problems and evidence social change. Undeniably, such large scale and ground-breaking
aspirations require the ability to learn and build from failures. However, instances where
charities or social enterprises are lauded for being transparent and open about failure remain
seldom. The discomfort and stigma around failure need to be addressed if social impact
measurement is to help uncover and address the drivers and impediments to social change." Page
56
I propose that the framing used here is operating on two levels. The first is the one most readers
would see, and that is about assessing effective strategies for mass social control and steering systems change. The second, which I doubt would register for most readers is the use of
so-called evidence generated through trial and error, and made legitimate through
pay-for-success finance structures, to LEARN human social systems and transmit that learning
into the hivemind as impact data. The images below show how ordinary people are tasked with
collecting impact data in and around the homes of their peers and how Ocean Protocol then uses
that data to advance the development of artificial intelligence. Aggregation of information about
group dynamics and the use of it for social physics and prediction markets is based on work
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carried out by Jacob Moreno, father of sociograms and psycho-drama in the 1930s, and
Alexander "Sandy" Pentland, pioneer in interactive media at MIT in the 1990s.

Source: Inclusive Tokenized Economy: Blockchain for Impact Measurement, Social Finance and
Social Development
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Source: Data Tokens and DeFi Implementations
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Source: Invention of the Sociogram: Some of the Earliest Graphic Depictions of Social
Networks, Jacob Moreno, 1933-34
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Source: Sensing and Modeling Human Networks, Tanzeem Khalid Choudhury with MIT Media
Lab Advisor Sandy Pentland, Sociometer Wearables, 2004
The evolution of artificial agents requires ongoing data transfer from our human experience into
the emerging World Sensorium (Global Brain). The desire is that this data be structured to
maximize utility and potential for pattern recognition. That means humans, in addition to other
beings and objects, need to be assigned unique identifiers, which is why there are so many
options bubbling up: ID2020, health passports, digital driver's licenses, blockchain education
transcripts and medical records, crypto play to earn games, and programmable money for
refugees. Eventually all those side chains will interlock into comprehensible digitally-twinned
individuals and societies.
According to the IEEE authors, their intent is for affective computing to be deployed in such a
way as to neither amplify or dampen human emotional experience. It's strange to contemplate
that these engineers really want us to accept and internalize interacting with machines as if they
were peers is a sane way to live. Though, if the goal is to nudge us towards a post-human
existence, digital mediation of all social and environmental transactions towards some
optimization scheme would be in keeping with the de Chardin / Huxley / Vernadsky / Reiser
imagined World Brain evolutionary imperative.
Among the many concerns raised in the report are: the potential for psychological manipulation
of humans by intelligent systems (page 85); artificial intelligence impersonating humans (page
86); interference by non-human agents in human interpersonal relationships (page 96); the threat
posed by coercive nudging (page 97); loss of individual autonomy (page 103); the use of
intelligent toys for surveillance and profiling of children (page 120); weaponization of smart
home technologies (page 145); labor displacement due to automation (page 152); the inability of
intelligent systems to adapt to dynamic social norms (page 173); and how lack of understanding
by the masses regarding how the technologies actually work will lead to poor implementation
and bad outcomes (page 213).
As laid out on page 184 of the Embedding Values section - "Failures Will Occur."
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mme2Aya_6Bc
(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
Source: I'm Afraid I Can't Do That Dave, Hal 9000 from 2001 A Space Odyssey
IEEE has taken on the role of looking out for our interests by promoting digital identity as the
key driver in the attainment of human rights, good governance, and self-determination in mixed
reality. It is interesting that they keep bringing up democracy and political freedom, even though
the authors must know the planned future is that of Estonian e-citizenship, a world where where
one's identity is defined less by the geographic location of your physical body than the
accumulated SBTs (Soulbound Tokens) that define your avatar doppelganger.
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Source: Estonia.com "We have built a digital society. We can show you how."
Centering international human rights is key, because they need for one consistent legal system to
extend across their borderless digital empire. The same set of smart contracts must function
throughout the Metaverse no matter where you reside. On page 200, IEEE speaks of the Ruggie
Principles, the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. Read the
following with the understanding that the goal is for the government to become fully
corporatized so as to eventually operate without human management as DAOs, Decentralized
Autonomous Organizations.
"The Ruggie principles have been widely referenced and endorsed by corporations and have led
to the adoption of several corporate social responsibility (CSR) policies in various companies.
With broadened support, the Ruggie principles will strengthen the role of businesses (read
DAOs) in protecting and promoting human rights and ensuring that the most crucial human
values and legal standards of human rights are respected by A/IS technologists." Page 200
Page 212 of the document speaks of a future where intelligent systems attain some degree of
legal personhood. Picture citizens of an incorporated charter city that has its own legal standing
to manage everything contained within its boundaries - citizens as wards of a machine, or
collection of nested "machines."
Below the slide of Villa Savoye are images of a prefab "tiny-home" model with embedded IoT,
to maximize data extraction. Kasita, an Austin operation that rebranded from domiciles to
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resorts, eagerly promotes that its built-in technology can be customized to your mood, or perhaps
the inverse depending on how "smart" it gets. Part of the pitch is that the "relatively" low unit
cost makes the Kasitas good for affordable housing and disaster relief. The scheme below shows
the units stacked and packed in the Agenda21 aesthetic. Perfect for charter cities or intentional
communities of dislocated labor living off UBI, haptic gig work, and sovereign data sales.
Stripped-down Villa Savoyes against a backdrop of Zamyatin's "We" and Ernest Cline's "Ready
Player One."

Source: Corbusier, House As A Machine For Living, 1927 Vers Une Architecture
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Source: This Tiny Modular Home Is 325 Square Feet Of IOT Heaven
In his book on grassroots and worker democracy, Benello described the revolutionary qualities of
Mondragon Corporation as creating a total system where one can learn, shop, and live within a
cooperative environment. In such a culture people are supposed to be highly motivated, because
moral incentives are integrated into every aspect of life: work, community, education,
consumption, and family. Benello says workers have to be socialized into the culture; growing up
Basque isn't sufficient (Page 96). Yet he praises the systems engineering approach to workplace
management, stating that cooperatives reward labor, rather than capital, with profit and control.
This, according to Benello, empowers workers rather than infantilizing them (Page 96). I have
many concerns as to the applicability of such a model in a world of ubiquitous computing,
tokenized "participatory democracy," platform cooperatives, and digital nudges. Rather than
uplifting community agency in work, education, and living spaces, it feels far more likely that
we'll end up Tamagotchi pets trapped in cybernetic biospheres.
"I'm afraid I can't do that Dave."
The well-being framework that the IEEE used was based on the OECD's Better Life Initiative's
2013 document, "Guidelines on Measuring Subjective Well-being." IEEE is developing its own
draft standard for well-being metrics for autonomous intelligent systems through its working
group IEEE P7010. As a person who lives in a poor city with serious problems in the areas of
housing and food insecurity, addiction, low-wage employment, mental health issues, and
community violence, the idea that these technocrats are going to adopt some survey so that
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machines will interact with us in ways that actually improve the conditions of people's lives is
quite infuriating. It is hard to know that people are being harmed to lower baseline scores to
make the odds better for bets on future improvement, but we cannot look away and pretend that's
not what's happening. For more on my perspective you can read a piece that I wrote about
poverty in Philadelphia's 5th Councilmanic District in 2019.

California and the Border Crisis
To bring all this back to the Berggruen Network and California's Blueprint for "good
governance" and close out this exploration, we must understand that displaced people are a
central feature of the social impact economy. Much of the infrastructure to support this new
economic model was developed in Silicon Valley and funded through tech-related
"philanthropy," of which the Silicon Valley Community Foundation is a major player. I find it
interesting, given these investigations into Mondragon Corporation and the tradition of Spanish
cooperatives, that the father of Laura Arillaga-Andreessen; Marc's wife, pioneer of west coast
impact investing, and former SVCF trustee, just happened to be the son of Basque immigrants
who moved to Inglewood. John Arrillaga, one of Stanford's top donors - to the tune of $300
million over his lifetime, won a basketball scholarship and went on to build much of Silicon
Valley with his real estate partner Richard Peery. Arrillaga played for Bilbao Aguilas in 1960-61,
so he could travel abroad and learn more about his family's culture.

Source: John Arrillaga, the Basque Silicon Valley Creator Who Played in the Bilbao Aguilas. In
Memoriam, January 2022
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An influential presence in the tech-impact space is Marc Andreessen and his A16z blockchain
portfolio with holdings in Celo and Valora - all based in San Francisco. There's the research
taking place at Singularity University where management of data is inexorably moving us
towards a Kurzweil post-human future, and of course Google and Linux Foundation and Unity
and Salesforce and countless others. Sufficeth to say, many of the strings being pulled on the
global stage around UBI and ubiquitous computing are being pulled from locations in California.
Much of the groundwork for Web 3.0 has been laid by Bay Area faux-gressive
techno-libertarians. California is a leader in the development of policy infrastructure for
blockchain ID, micro-finance, digital payments, and human capital management. It's in malleable
mixed-reality, beyond the relative concreteness of the material world, that neuro-technicians of
defense edu-tainment will do their best work concocting devastating cognitive warfare magic.
Seeing rising rates of homelessness in California, it is important to understand that the conditions
are being created for social-impact "smart" towns of tiny homes where everyone can be put on
pathways of self-improvement to train autonomous-intelligent systems and build character
through remote gig work. It's like the Jesuit reducions in Brazil and the Franciscan missions captive neophytes converted through wrap around services to a holographic "faith."
The state's major health systems like Kaiser Permanente's "Thriving Communities" are
positioning themselves to get into the wellness markets in a big way. Authorized tiny house
encampments are increasingly managed by faith-based welfare NGOs, fancied up with a
"small-is-beautiful" aesthetic. Paint them with quirky murals and add some picnic tables, maybe
a few raised garden beds, and the liberals feel good about it. Even though when you scratch
below the surface, it's obvious such a lifestyle is never going to be satisfying for anyone long
term.

Source: Hope of the Valley, Tiny Home Shelter for Unhoused People in Los Angeles
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Source: Arroyo Seco Tiny Homes Get Artistic Makeover, October 2021
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Source: Health Center Role In Housing Innovation Pay for Success Models, Corporation for
Supportive Housing (Conrad Hilton Foundation Major Funder - 2020 990), September 2021
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I spoke about this outside Project Home, a Catholic charity in Philadelphia that launched the
city's first pay for success finance deal for supportive housing. I was doing some informational
picketing with intrepid, now deceased housing rights activist Jennifer Bennetch. A blog post I
wrote on Catholic Charities of Santa Clara County, CA and impact investing provides additional
context. It is important to make the connection between digital surveillance of displaced people
abroad and internally-displaced residents here in the United States. Social impact finance creates
profits from trauma and misery. Therefore the demand is to create as much of both as possible
and slowly ameliorate those conditions, all the while collecting "evidence" on data dashboards.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEhaDuiWyqM
(or double-click image, it will open a new window, hit play, when done hit save and close)
Control of the Mexico-US border has been a polarizing issue for decades, and while less of an
issue in California, the state does have the largest immigrant population in the nation. Industries
have emerged from this manufactured disaster to process those kept in detainment, extracting
practically free labor from captive workers. Some of those operators, like Geo Group, are now
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moving into social work, since pay for success finance deals are being linked to anti-recidivism
stats.
Geo Group's western regional office is in Los Angeles. The state operates a half-dozen facilities
in the state. Knowing many conservatives are inclined to free-market investments and have ties
to faith-based organizations involved in social service delivery, I see a possible future where
refugees from US-enabled drug wars, gang violence, and economic manipulation are brought
into charter cities in Opportunity/Promise Zones or remote areas of the US and managed for
impact data and sweat-shop cyber labor. Of course it's not only immigrants who will be subjected
to these new purpose-built social-impact "communities." Soon the fate of many Central
Americans will befall working and middle class people in the United States as their economic
lifelines are cut, and society becomes increasingly unstable.

Source: Geo Care Services - Continuum of Care, Reentry, Electronic Monitoring
Remaking Opportunity Zones and Promise Neighborhoods as mini-charter cities would subsidize
profit-taking in less than desirable real estate, "smart" construction developments, and third
sector servicing of marginalized workers and children. The education, health, and credit union
systems built into the Basque Mondragon model would go hand in hand with "pay for success"
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finance. Worker "satisfaction" is a metric that is being built into social impact deals, and that has
long been a selling point for worker cooperatives.
That would be a possible Third-Way "solution" designed to appease activists across the political
divide. The understanding would be that refugees and displaced people would "opt in" to the
programs, living under coded laws of what are sure to be austere settlements of pervasive
surveillance, perhaps with a cooperative veneer of collective participation through tokenomics.
The Charter Cities Institute mentions their hope that Biden's election would create a more
receptive environment for their proposals:
"Despite political challenges, the upheavals of 2020 have presented a unique opportunity to
advocate for change. There is a new president in the United States, who has expressed greater
willingness to engage with the international community on refugee issues than his
predecessor. Policymakers and humanitarians are rethinking their approaches to refugee
encampments as a result of the preventable disease outbreaks that continue to result from
living conditions in the camps. This is a time for bold thought and action in a world that, if
current trends hold, will only see forced displacement increase. There is no replacement for
political changes at the global and national levels, but one starting point to make these changes
possible is through local initiatives." Page 29
Raul Diego's "Biden Picks Kamala Harris to Carry the Carrot and Stick in Central America,"
offers important insights into Harris's involvement in the creation of OpenJustice database in
California and what that means for her involvement in the border crisis - namely, more money
funneled into the expansion of surveillance technologies like Biometric Identification
Transnational Migration Alert Program (BITMAP), Central America Regional Security Initiative
(CARSI), and Homeland Advanced Recognition Technology System (HART).
Politically, there is no appetite to slow migration or resolve the physical and economic violence
that compels so many to make dangerous journeys north. We have entered the age of the data
economy. People on the move, once they've been properly tagged, generate a lot of data. The
goal is to get as many people as possible into the track-and-track supply chain for future
management as human capital assets. I have a suspicion that the trauma generated by separation
of immigrant families with children, has a lot to do with plans to ensure everyone's biometric
information is attached to a blockchain identity in the near future. They create the problem to
guide you to the "solution" they wanted all along.
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Source: CBP Revitalizes Biometric Data Collection At Border
Kamala Harris was a junior US Senator during the years that the Santa Clara County
pay-for-success pilot programs were put in place. Before that she had served as state District
Attorney and District Attorney for San Francisco. During her time as San Francisco DA there
was public criticism that she suppressed information held by her office relating to the sexual
abuse of children by priests. The implication was that she was politically beholden to the
Catholic Church. William Levada, Archbishop of San Francisco at the time, was later appointed
Cardinal by Pope Benedict the XVI whom he served as Prefect of the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith between 2005 and 2012, the highest ranking American in Rome. Prior to
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coming to the Bay Area Levada had led the Portland, OR Archdiocese where he was also
criticized for covering up abuse. Portland was the first Archdiocese to be bankrupted by
settlements from abuse-related litigation.

Source: Victims Question Harris's Record on Clergy Abuse
It is all our responsibility as adults to face the real and serious consequences of the technologies
that are being brought into the world and reflect on their potential for profound misuse based on
historical precedent. We have to be able to comprehend the playbook and cut through their sweet
talk of tokenized cooperation and innovative funding programs for the commons.
State-of-exception charter cities could easily become places where abuse and authoritarianism
flourish. Consider the profound intergenerational trauma generated by the sexual abuse, forced
child labor, and murder of indigenous youth through residential school prison camps modeled on
Carlisle. In the twenty-first century we have that same drive towards domination and attempted
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erasure of social systems that counter the industrialized model, but now that ethos can be
combined with powerful tools of prediction, profiling, and cognitive warfare harnessed to
automated global finance markets.
It feels to me like what we are experiencing is ongoing AB market research to determine how
best to sell "sustainable" confinement in such a way that it can thread the needle - appealing to
the Left on the grounds of "green," progressive care and to the Right's inclinations towards
faith-based crypto sovereignty.
There but for the grace of God go each of us. Who knows how far out on the horizon our date
with displacement or a charter city may be. The one thing that seems certain is that massive
disruption was baked into the plan long, long ago. That is why, in my opinion, with the time we
have we need to throw as many wrenches as we can into the gears of Web 3.0 mixed reality,
digital identity, "regenerative" finance, and human capital engineering. All that is sacred hangs in
the balance.
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